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This dissertation presents three modeling methodologies. The first

methodology constructs power models for system-on-chip (SoC) designs. The

modeling approach uses a gate-level netlist description of the design and train-

ing data to automatically select a handful of nets to use as model parameters.

The resulting models use the cycle-by-cycle values of the chosen nets to pre-

dict cycle-by-cycle power consumption. These models are compact, fast to

evaluate, and accurate.

The second methodology constructs confidence models to complement

the SoC power models. One confidence model is constructed for each power

model. At run-time, each confidence model is evaluated in parallel with its

corresponding power model. For each power prediction made, the confidence

model generates a confidence value. These confidence values provide feedback

to the model user that can be used to predict the power prediction’s expected

error.

The third methodology constructs performance and power models for

general-purpose computation on graphics processing units (GPGPU). The ap-

proach uses K-means clustering and neural networks to construct a model that
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can predict the scaling behavior of perviously unseen kernels across a range

of graphics processing unit (GPU) hardware configurations. The model is ca-

pable of predicting scalability across three GPU parameters: core frequency,

memory frequency, and compute unit count.

The SoC power and confidence models were evaluated using the Rocket

Core, which is a pipelined processor that implements the RISC-V Instruc-

tion Set Architecture (ISA) [1], and benchmarks from the MiBench suite [19].

Across all modules modeled and benchmarks run, the power models achieved

an average cycle-by-cycle prediction error of 5.8%. An average confidence and

predicted power value was generated for each benchmark. Correlating these

two values resulted in a 0.77 correlation coefficient. The GPGPU scalabil-

ity models were evaluated against real hardware measurements. The GPGPU

performance and power scalability models were shown to be accurate to within

15% and 10%, respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital devices are extraordinarily prolific in modern society. In fact,

it has become quite commonplace for people to take mobile devices, such as

smart-phones, everywhere they go. When properly leveraged, the computa-

tional power of digital devices make tedious or labor intensive tasks easier,

which makes people more efficient in their everyday tasks. By offering per-

viously unseen functionality or performance, digital devices can also enable

tasks that would otherwise be infeasible.

Designers spend great effort to continuously create better devices with

new functionality. Each new design has a specific set of design constraints,

such as performance, power, area, cost, etc. For example, a mobile devices

may need to fit within a certain power budget while still meeting some mini-

mum performance requirement. It is critical that designers carefully consider

these constraints to be competitive in the market place. The complexity of

modern digital devices, however, makes the design and verification process

long and difficult. For example, making the appropriate design trade-offs re-

quires complex, time consuming design space explorations. Throughout the

design cycle, engineers continuously employ a variety of modeling tools to ef-

ficiently evaluate the design. These tools are critically important to ensuring

that the final design will meet the required functionality, performance, power

consumption, etc.
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Modeling tools come in many forms and have their own set of trade-

offs. For example, in micro-processor design, cycle-accurate simulators are a

commonly used evaluation tool. Cycle-accurate simulators carefully model the

structures of a micro-architecture in great detail, which makes them very accu-

rate. However, the complexity of modern micro-architectures makes evaluat-

ing these simulators computationally intensive. The inherently parallel nature

of the hardware does not map well to software simulation, where the paral-

lel structures are forced to be evaluated serially. As a result, many of these

cycle-accurate simulators are very slow, which limits the length and number

of benchmarks that can be run in a design cycle.

More abstract models, such as analytical models, are much less detailed,

but are also much faster to evaluate. These approaches limit the amount of

detail modeled or rely on statistical techniques. While the various model-

ing techniques make different accuracy and simulation speed trade-offs, they

should not be viewed as competing approaches. In many cases, multiple mod-

els should be used for more efficient design space exploration. Less detailed

models can be used to quickly prune a design space. Promising design points

can then be evaluated with more detailed models. This focuses valuable sim-

ulation time on the most promising design points.

This dissertation discuss the construction of power and confidence mod-

els for system-on-chip (SoC) designs as well as performance and power models

for general-purpose computation on graphics processing units (GPGPU). High

level descriptions of the SoC power and confidence modeling are given in sec-

tion 1.1 and section 1.2, respectively. A quick introduction to the GPGPU

models are given in section 1.3. Much more detailed descriptions and ex-

perimental results for the SoC power modeling methodology, SoC confidence
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modeling methodology, and GPGPU scalability modeling methodology are

given in chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

1.1 SoC Power Modeling

The first approach described in this dissertation is an SoC power model-

ing approach capable of generating models that are compact, fast to evaluate,

and capable of accurately predicting cycle-by-cycle power consumption. To

build a power model for a given design, this approach first selects a handful of

nets from a gate-level netlist description of the design to use as the model in-

put parameters. The input parameters used by a model, often called features,

have a significant effect on the model’s accuracy, perhaps even more so than

the modeling techniques applied. Thus, selecting a subset of input parameters

is a crucial step in creating a good model. Which input parameters are can-

didates is often limited by the environment in which the model will be used.

For example, a model that uses a cache read/write signal cannot be used in a

purely functional simulator that does not model a cache.

Any of the design’s signals(nets) is a potential model feature. However,

there are far too many nets in large designs to efficiently build a compact model

using every net. A novel feature selection technique, described in this thesis,

selects a handful of nets that are predictive of power consumption from the

huge number of nets available in the design. The approach makes use of the

fact that the potential features are digital, i.e. take only values of 0 and

1, to construct tables of power values. These tables are used to efficiently

find a combination of signals that can explain a design’s changes in power

consumption.

The presented feature selection approach can be viewed as a filter
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method type of feature selection, which means that this feature selection ap-

proach is not tied to a specific type of model. Many commonly used feature

selection techniques can only be used with one type of model. For example,

two of the most popular approaches are LASSO and step-wise regression. Both

of these assume a linear relationship between the potential features and the

modeled value, e.g. power consumption and, therefore, should not be used

with non-linear models. In fact, linear power models themselves have inherent

flaws. Digital signals are not necessarily linearly related to power. For exam-

ple, a design may consume additional power when two of its input signals are

both asserted. In this case, the two signals are related to power through a

logical OR function, which cannot be captured using a linear model.

The power modeling approach presented in this thesis starts with static

analysis of the design’s gate-level netlist to select a set of promising signals.

A feature selection phase then chooses a handful of signals from this set of

promising signals. The feature selection phase makes use of training data to

determine which signals are most predictive of power consumption. Using

the selected signals, a power model, which takes the form of a look-up-table,

is constructed. Each entry of the table contain a power prediction for one

cycle. Entries are indexed using the cycle-by-cycle values of the signals chosen

during feature selection. During each cycle of simulation, one entry of the

power model is chosen using the values of the signals. The power value stored

in the chosen entry is used as the current simulation cycle’s predicted power.

Of course, the power model look-up-table can be constructed for any module

granularity, from a very small module, such as a single AND gate, to a full

processor and beyond.

Since the resulting SoC power models are much lighter weight than
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traditional register-transfer level (RTL) power simulation, they can be used to

accelerate power simulation. In addition, the simplicity of the models allows

them to be integrated into FPGA emulation and simulation environments that

would otherwise lack power analysis capabilities. The proposed feature selec-

tion methodology could also be used to determine what signals or events should

be monitored by counters. While placement of power/performance counters

and power management of general purpose CPUs is a well studied problem,

a designer may not have the intuition needed to identify which signals should

be monitored for power debug or should be used to steer a power management

scheme for a newly developed System-on-Chip (SoC). Since the automated

features selection process selects signals that are predictive of power, it could

be used as an aid to the designer to identify which signals should be monitored

by counters.

1.2 SoC Confidence Modeling

The SoC power and confidence modeling approaches described in this

document were created to work together. After generating a power model for

a given design, the confidence modeling flow is run to create a corresponding

confidence model. The confidence model and power model are generally run

in parallel. The confidence model produces a confidence value for each power

model prediction. The confidence values are feedback to the user that predict

the accuracy of the power model predictions. Too many poor confidence values

indicates that the power predictions may not be trust worthy. When this

happens, the model user could gather additional training data that better

matches the power model input vectors or fall back to a more detailed power

simulation. Even if more detailed power simulation is needed, the power model
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and confidence model pair can help reduce overall simulation time by limiting

the number of benchmarks requiring detailed simulation.

Both the power and confidence models are implemented as tables. The

same set of parameters are used to address the tables, which creates a one-

to-one correspondence between entries of the power and confidence models.

The power model table is populated by mapping the training data points to

specific entries. Each confidence model entry is populated by examining the

distribution of training power values used to construct its corresponding power

model entry. Confidence model entries that correspond to power predictions

produced from more training set data and from training data with less variance

will have better confidence values.

It is generally the case that some power model entries will have better

confidence values attached to them by the confidence model than other power

model entries. Requiring every entry to be highly confident often requires

impractically large training sets or limits the abstractions that can be made

by the power model. By accessing the confidence model at run-time with real

data, rather than training data, the quality of the abstract model is determined

for only the required inputs, since not every combination of parameter values

will be seen in every benchmark. Doing so can drastically reduce the amount

of training data required to produce good results compared to approaches that

attempt to produce good results across all inputs. In fact, training data can

be generated on the fly, rather than a priori. Predictions made using model

input patterns poorly characterized by the training data are acceptable if they

are rarely encountered at run-time.

Some abstract power modeling approaches calculate a single confidence

interval that provides a metric to assess the overall quality of the model dur-
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ing its generation [7, 13, 22, 33, 55]. However, that single confidence interval

can only give some indication of overall abstract model quality, rather than

estimations of individual predicted values quality at simulation time. Instead,

the confidence model presented in this thesis attaches a quality metric to each

estimation made by the power model model, rather than the model as a whole.

This allows the confidence value to be a function of both the model and the

applied test benches.

1.3 GPGPU Performance and Power Modeling

GPU hardware is designed to efficiently handle the massive amount of

parallelism that is available in graphics applications. Recently, great efforts

have been made to open up the GPU hardware to more general purpose ap-

plications or kernels. A field of study known as general-purpose computation

on graphics processing units (GPGPU) has grown out of the increasing in-

terest in exploiting the huge potential of GPU hardware. Many non-graphics

applications requiring abundant parallel floating point operations performed

in regular single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) patterns have been imple-

mented to efficiently utilize GPU hardware for huge performance gains.

The final technique explored in this dissertation constructs GPGPU

performance and power scalability models. The scalability models are capable

of using a kernel’s power or performance measurements from a single GPU

configuration and predict the power or performance of that kernel across a

range of different GPU configurations. In this context, a GPU configuration

refers to a specific core frequency, memory frequency, and compute unit count.

This allows a kernel’s scaling behavior to be quickly explored across a wide

range of hardware settings with just one measurement. This is useful to model
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users who have access to just one type and configuration of GPU hardware.

It can also make design space exploration more efficient by greatly reducing

the number of measurements and/or simulations required for each new kernel

of interest.

The approach begins with a set of training kernels. The performance or

power, depending on what kind of model is being constructed, of each training

kernel is measured on real hardware. The training kernels are then clustered

using their measured scaling behaviors. The resulting clusters can be viewed

as a set of common scaling behaviors displayed by the training kernels. A

classifier is then constructed using a neural network. The classifier is trained

to predict which of the clustered scaling behaviors is most representative of

a new kernel, which is outside the set of training kernels, using performance

counter data.

1.4 Summary

This dissertation discuss the construction of three models: a SoC power

model, a SoC confidence model, and a GPGPU performance and power scal-

ability model. The SoC power and confidence models are designed to work

hand-in-hand. The power model provides cycle-by-cycle power predictions

during simulation and the confidence model provides confidence values for

each of the power model predictions. The confidence values can be used

by the model user to assess the reliability of each power model prediction.

The GPGPU scalability model predicts either the performance or power of a

GPGPU kernel across a range of GPU configurations.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Related work is

discussed in chapter 2. The SoC power modeling methodology is presented

8



in chapters 3. Next, the SoC confidence modeling methodology is presented

in chapter 4. Then, The GPGPU scalability model is presented in chapter 5.

Finally, chapter 6 describes future work and then summerizes and concludes

the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The related work presented in this chapter is broken up into two parts.

Work related to SoC power and confidence modeling is discussed in Section 2.1

and work related to GPGPU performance and power scalability modeling is

presented in Section 2.2

2.1 SoC Power and Confidence Modeling

The power model presented in this thesis can be considered a power

macro-model. This is a general term found in the literature that describes

abstract power models that rely on statistical or analytical methods. Power

macro-models are simple to evaluate and can achieve high-levels of accuracy

[18, 44, 52, 55, 56].

The model features for these modeling approaches are chosen in a vari-

ety of ways. One approach is to use a fixed set of input parameters, as oppose

to using a feature selection technique. For example, Gupta et al. [18] built a

power table using three parameters: the design’s average input signal prob-

ability, input transition density, and output transition density. Because the

behavior across all the design’s input and output signals are averaged together

to produce the three model input features, all of the design’s inputs and out-

puts are given equal importance by the model. Schurmans et al. [48] build a
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model using linear regression from manually selected states and events from

an electronic system level(ESL) simulation. PowerDepot [24] builds IP block

power models by first using a set of user selected power relevant signals. The

values of these signals specify the operational modes of the circuit. Training

data is then used to determine the average power consumption of the design

in each mode, or combination of power relevant signal values. Hsieh et al. [23]

use IP block input and output signal transition statistics as model parameters.

To keep model complexity low, the transition statistics are captured using one

set of variables which represent the number of transitions across all input and

output signals. A recurrent neural network is constructed from these model

parameters. This allows their model to capture the temporal and spatial re-

lationship between the input and output signal transitions and power. These

fixed feature approaches are different from the feature selection scheme used

in this thesis, which automatically selects a good set of features from a huge

list of potential features.

The work presented by Wu et al. [55] uses one variable for each of the

four transition types, i.e. high to low, low to low, etc., of each design input

signal, as well as the pairwise spatial correlation between every pair of in-

put signals, as its set of potential model features. Their approach then uses

step-wise regression to choose which of the potential model features to use.

PrEsto [52] considers all the design’s inputs and output signals as potential

model features. It then uses linear regression to create a linear power model

from all the potential signals. The design inputs and outputs with the lowest

coefficients are dropped from the model to keep model complexity low. Bansal

et al. [6] construct IP power models using variables that can be traced during

functional simulation. They use one-way Analysis of Variance(ANOVA) to
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select exactly which traced variables to use as model parameters. Symbolic

regression is then used to find a set of equations that fit the IP block’s train-

ing data. Unlike the feature selection approach presented in this thesis, the

feature selections used by Wu et al. [55], PrEsto [52], and Bansal et al. [6]

specifically assume a linear relationship between the potential features and

power consumption.

In the node sampling approach [7], the cycle-by-cycle values of any net

in a combinational circuit design is a potential model feature. Node sampling

randomly selects some of these nets to use to estimate power consumption. The

selected nodes are treated as samples that are representative of the switching

activity at all nodes. A statistical confidence interval is calculated to determine

how many nets should be selected as model features. Unlike the modeling

methodology presented in this thesis, the node sampling approach [7] randomly

chooses nets in the design to use as model features. In general the number of

nets tracked that need to be tracked, for high accuracy, will be much higher

than modeling schemes that more selectively choose their features.

The modeling technique presented in [44, 56] builds a table indexed

by previous cycle input values, current cycle input values, and state-element

values, which is similar to our initial table. The table is then compressed by

merging individual entries with similar power values. While this does compress

the table, it is not a feature selection technique. The merging of the entries

one at a time does not guarantee that any table index feature can be entirely

removed, even if the number of entries is reduced.

Klein et al. [31] observe that, the accuracy of a model is dependent on

both the properties of the design and the modeling approach. This implies

that no one approach can be guaranteed to be the most accurate across all
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possible designs. They use multiple macro-models with a selection function

to increase accuracy. The selection function predicts which model is most

accurate for the parameter values applied. The selection function encodes a

notion of predicted error and is similar to the confidence models presented in

this thesis. However, this selection function is built by simply measuring the

error of each macro-model on a set of training data. Unlike the confidence

models presented in this these, which attempt to characterize the limitations

of the training data, the selection function assumes that the training set error

will be representative of the model run-time error.

Statistical sampling techniques can be applied to make estimation of

average power more efficient by significantly decrease the number of data

points that need to be sampled to accurately estimate average power. Like

power marco-models, statistical sampling speeds up power simulation. How-

ever, power macro-modeling and sampling are orthogonal approaches. The

two techniques can be used in conjunction to further reduce overall simula-

tion time. In sampling techniques, confidence intervals are often calculated

to ensure that enough samples are seen to provide a statistical guarantee of

accuracy [13, 22, 33]. In [33], Kozhaya et al. enable randomly selected snippets

to be simulated without computing the initial conditions of the design’s state

elements by calculating upper and lower bounds on power. Over a small num-

ber of cycles these bounds converge, allowing accurate estimation of average

power. Hsieh et al. [22] construct a linear model using regression techniques.

They then use sampling techniques to choose which portions of the benchmark

the linear model should evaluate. Ding et al. [13] show estimating average

power with stratified random sampling is more efficient than simple random

sampling.
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2.2 GPGPU Performance and Power Scalability Mod-
eling

Due to the importance of performance and power estimation, much ef-

fort has gone into the development of models for all kinds of systems. For

example, due to the importance of CPUs in modern systems, many CPU

modeling techniques developed over the years. Eeckhout provides an excellent

overview of many of these CPU evaluation methods [15]. Examples of tech-

niques applied in the CPU space include, mechanistic models [16], regression

based models [35], and machine learning based models [14, 25].

The proliferation of GPUs has resulted in development of quite a few

GPU specific modeling tools. Existing detailed, low-level tools include perfor-

mance estimation tools such as GPGPU-Sim [5], Multi2Sim [53], and Barra [10].

GPUWattach [38] is a popular detailed, low-level power estimation tool. De-

tailed simulation tools, such as these, can be very accurate, but also very slow.

Their slow simulation speed can be a limitation in many performance or power

evaluation environments. More abstract, high-level models can still be quite

accurate and offer a faster alternative to low-level simulation tools.

Analytical models are one popular approach. Many of these models an-

alyze a kernel’s instruction pattern to access the available parallelism, which

is then translated into performance. For example, Lai and Seznec describe

TEG(Timing Estimation tool for GPU). TEG analyzes instruction traces from

detailed GPU simulators, such as GPGPU-Sim [5] or Barra [10], with an ana-

lytical model to find a kernel’s performance bottlenecks. Luo and Suda stati-

cally analyze a kernel and use analytical models to predict GPU performance

and energy consumption [41]. Similarly, Baghsorkhi et al. use symbolic anal-

ysis and analytical models to examine a kernel’s degree of parallelism and
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predict it’s performance on real GPU hardware [4]. Zhang et al. [58] present

a model that predicts execution times by assigning costs to each type of in-

struction in the pipeline. These costs are determined by running a set of

micro-benchmarks. Their modeling scheme uses a transactional memory sim-

ulator to account for effects from global memory accesses. Karami et al. [28]

use principle component analysis and linear regression to construct a kernel

performance model from performance counter values. None of these exam-

ple approaches attempt to predict performance or power across a range of

hardware configurations.

Ma and Chamberlain focus their analysis on memory-bound kernels.

They use an analytical model to analyze the performance of these applications

using application and architectural parameter values. Although their approach

is accurate for memory-bound kernels, it is not able to handle other types of

kernels. CuMAPz (CUDA Memory Access Pattern analyZer) models GPU

memory performance [30] using information extracted from a kernel’s memory

trace. This tool is designed to help software developers make the best use of

shared and global memory resources by carefully examining memory access

patterns. They do not examine performance scalability across other dimen-

sions of the design, such as core frequency and number of compute units, like

the GPGPU model presented in this thesis. Also, their approach is dependent

on generating a memory access trace, which can be expensive to produce.

The analytical model constructed by Hong et al. predicts performance

of kernels on NVIDIA architectures by examining the memory and compute

parallelism available in a warp [20]. In a follow on work, these performance

models were paired with parameterized power models [21]. The performance

model in [20] was further enhanced by Sim et al. to account for additional
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effects, such as caching, special functional units, lack of instruction level par-

allelism and lack of thread level parallelism. However, they account for cache

effects using an average memory access time constant. In reality, this access

time should be application dependent. This reduces the generality of their

model and is particularly problematic for kernels that cause cache thrashing

like the kernel shown in Figure 5.1d.

Stargazer [27] and Starchart [26] sample a design space to collect a set

of training points. The sample data points are then used to construct models

that reflects a kernel’s scaling behavior on the sampled GPU hardware. This

is an effective way of reducing the number of design points that must be

simulated. However, each of the models created using these approaches is tied

to a specific kernel. They do not generalize and, therefore, cannot be used to

predict across kernels. This is in contrast to the models described in chapter 5,

which tries to construct one model that can be used to predict the behavior

across many kernels outside the initial training data.
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Chapter 3

SoC Power Modeling

The importance of power efficient design has driven the need for ac-

curate power estimation at all stages of the design process. A design’s power

consumption can be simulated accurately at the layout or RTL level using

tools such as Synopsys’ HSPICE or PrimeTime PX. These tools model power

estimation in great detail, which makes them extremely accurate. However,

more abstract models, such as the one described here, give up some accuracy,

but are simpler and faster to evaluate. Due to their faster simulation times,

these models can help reduce overall simulation time by cutting down on the

number required detailed simulations. In addition, due to their simplicity,

they can be integrated into early stage simulation environments.

This chapter discusses a methodology for constructing SoC power mod-

els. The power model construction methodology includes a new approach to

select a handful of nets from among the huge set of possible nets to use as

model parameters. The power model uses the cycle-by-cycle values of the se-

lected nets, which can take the values 0(logic low) or 1(logic high) to predict

cycle-by-cycle power consumption. The final model is simple, accurate, and

fast to evaluate.

Section 3.1 describes the model construction methodology in greater

detail. Section 3.2 illustrates the steps of the feature selection approach using

a small FIFO example. Section 3.3 provides experimental results gathered
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using the RISC-V Rocket Core [1] and MiBench benchmarks [19].

3.1 Methodology

The first step to constructing any model is to select a set of model

parameters or features. The choice of model parameters is as important as, if

not more important than, the modeling techniques used. Existing modeling

techniques can handle a limited number of parameters. Using too many param-

eters either makes the model construction process computationally infeasible

or makes the resulting models far too complex, which can lead to the common

problem of over-fitting. Correctly selecting the model input parameters results

in accurate models that are less complex and easier to evaluate. The process

of selecting these model input parameters is called feature selection.

In some cases, the model parameters can be selected by someone with

expert knowledge of the design being modeled. An expert can complete the

selection process by choosing just a handful of parameters. Alternatively, if

expert knowledge cannot sufficiently reduce the list of potential parameters,

feature selection techniques can be used to further narrow down the list auto-

matically.

The modeling technique presented here is general across SoCs. This

generality makes it very difficult to select a set of model parameters that

will be appropriate across any design. In addition, it is often infeasible for a

modeling approach to require an expert to hand select the model parameters

for each new design being modeled. Experts can also make mistakes. Instead,

the modeling approach presented here starts with some intuition about the

power consumption behavior of circuits to select a large set of potential model

parameters. An automated, iterative process is then used to prune the large
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set of potential parameters into a small set of parameters that can be used to

construct a compact, accurate model.

The models presented here use a handful of a design’s digital signal

values as input parameters to accurately model its cycle-by-cycle power con-

sumption. The new automatic signal selection process presented here chooses

a set of signals that are most indicative of power consumption. The exam-

ple in Figure 3.1a illustrates the relationship between a given design and its

corresponding power model. From the many digital nets in the design, this

modeling approach chose three nets, which are marked as S0, S1, and S2, to

use as model parameters. The cycle-by-cycle values of these nets are provided

as inputs to the power model. The power model then uses these values to

predict the cycle-by-cycle power consumption of the design.

Figure 3.1b shows the internal structure of a power model that uses N

features. A feature can be the current or previous cycle value of any net or

signal in the design. The power model takes the form of a look-up table, which

is addressed using the cycle-by-cycle values of the chosen nets. Each entry of

the table contains a predicted power value. In Figure 3.1b, the F ’s at the

top of the first column are the features chosen to index into the table. Each

feature is corresponds to one net in the design and can be either that net’s

current or previous cycle value. The feature selection algorithm described in

the remainder of this section will describe which nets are selected for use in

the model. The feature selection algorithm may choose to use a net’s current

cycle value, previous cycle value, or both. If both the current and previous

cycle values of a net are chosen, then they will appear as separate features,

or F ’s. For example, F0 could be the previous cycle value of net 0 and F1

could be the current cycle value of net 0. During each cycle of simulation, the
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Figure 3.1: Model Overview

selected net values are concatenated together to form an address that is then

used to select a particular entry of the model. The model then returns the

entry’s power value as the current cycle power prediction.

Figure 3.2 shows example output from an actual model produced using

this approach alongside a corresponding golden power trace produced using

Synopsys’ PrimeTime PX. All values in both Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b are

normalized to the maximum PrimeTime PX value. To help illustrate how well

the predicted values match the golden values, the waveforms for the model’s

predicted values and and PrimeTime PX golden values are plotted together in

Figure 3.2c.

Since power consumption is directly affected by the charging and dis-

charging of the design’s nets, or capacitive nodes, the values of these nets can

be related back to power. By tracking the current cycle and previous cycle

values, 0 or 1, of all digital nets in a design, it is possible to determine the
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Figure 3.2: Power vs. time from the PrimeTime PX power simulation (a) and proposed power model (b)
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changing or discharging behavior of the entire design, which can be related

directly back to power consumption for the current cycle. Using this intuition,

every digital net or signal in a design becomes a potential model parameter.

Although building a model using the signal value or toggle behavior of

every net in the design would create a detailed, accurate model, the model

would be be extremely large and complex. Instead, this approach reduces

the set of potential signals using two steps. The model flow is depicted in

Figure 3.3. First, the design’s gate-level netlist is analyzed. From the gate-

level netlist, a list of all the design’s input signals and state-element output

signals is gathered. Knowing the current and previous cycle values of these

signals, captures the charging and discharging behavior of all nets in the design.

Next, a new feature selection approach reads in the list of potential nets and a

set of training data. The feature selection step chooses a handful of nets from

the huge set of possible nets to use as model parameters. The chosen nets are

then handed off to a model construction step. The resulting model is capable

of using those cycle-by-cycle digital net values to predict cycle-by-cycle power

consumption for that design.

The remainder of this section goes into the steps of model construction

in greater detail. It is organized as follows. The netlist analysis step is further

described in Section 3.1.1. The details of the feature selection step are de-

scribed in section is described in Section 3.1.2. The final model construction

process, which constructs a complete model from the nets chosen in the feature

selection step, is described in Section 3.1.3.
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3.1.1 Netlist Analysis

The goal of the gate-level netlist analysis is to put together a list of

promising signals that can then be used to construct a power model. Netlist

analysis eliminates the majority of a design’s nets from model parameter con-

sideration. However, for large designs, netlist analysis still identifies a large

set of of potential nets or signals, far too many to construct a compact power

model. The netlist analysis phase only provides a first level of reduction to

the list of potential parameters. Later steps of the modeling approach further

reduce the list of potential model parameters, i.e., design nets, until the list is

small enough that traditional machine learning techniques can be applied.

The netlist analyzer traverses a design’s gate-level description and ex-

tracts two types of nets or signals. First, the design’s top-level input signals

are extracted. Second, the output signals of the design’s internal state cells,

e.g., flip-flops and SRAMS are extracted. Each extracted signal is a potential

input parameter to the design’s power model. Tracking all of the design’s input

signal values and state cell output values is enough to uniquely reconstruct the

charging or discharging behavior of all other nets in the design. This makes it

unnecessary to track the values of each combinational cells’ nets. Only when

the design’s top-level inputs or internal state elements change values, can there

be any switching activity propagation through the combinational elements of

the design. Therefore, focusing on the design’s top-level inputs or internal

state element output signals implicitly captures the switching activity of the

design, which, in turn, directly affects power consumption.

The nets extracted by the netlist analyzer form a list of potential model

input parameters. Each of these potential model input parameters is a net that

could be used as a power model input. Any net on the list of potential model
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Figure 3.4: Example pipelined design

input parameters is referred to as a potential net.

State cells have two types of input signals: data signals and control

signals. Data signals hold the values that can be latched into the state cells

and control signals determine if those data values are actually written into the

state cell. Examples of state control signals include the clock signal input for

flip-flops or the write enable signals for SRAM cells. Each state cell control

signal is driven by a cloud of combinational logic and these combinational

clouds are driven by a set of top-level input and/or state cell outputs signals.

These signals determine the write enable conditions of the state cells. Netlist

analysis traverses the combinational gates of the netlist to find which nets on

the list of potential model parameters are traceable to the write enable signals

of state cells.

For example, consider the generic pipelined design shown in Figure 3.4.

There are several clouds of combinational logic cells, L0, L1, and L2. Between

the combinational cells are the sets of pipeline registers R1 and R2. The

potential signals that would be traced to the register enable signals include

CLK, EN1, and EN2. These three signals will determine if there is any activity

in both the registers and the combinational clouds. The flip-flops grouped
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together in R1 or R2, share a common set of enable conditions and will either

all latch new values or none will latch new values. Large groups of flip-flops

sharing enable conditions is fairly common, particularly in pipelined designs.

This means that tracing state cell control signals back to top-level inputs and

state cell outputs, as oppose to tracking the state inputs directly, will often

reduce the number of nets to track.

The results of the netlist analysis are passed to the rest of the modeling

flow. This includes the list of nets that are potential model parameters. By

default the rest of the modeling flow will consider every net identified by netlist

analysis. However, models can also be constructed using a more restrict list of

potential model parameters. The more restricted list is constructed using only

signals identified during the enable condition analysis described above. The

results in Section 3.3.1.2 includes a comparison between the results of these

two models.

3.1.2 Feature Selection

The final feature selection process uses the results of netlist analysis to

pick a final set of model parameters. Using training data, feature selection

chooses the set of signals or nets whose cycle-by-cycle values best explain the

cycle-by-cycle changes in power consumption found in a set of training data.

After the power model is fully constructed, the chosen parameters, i.e., signal

values, are used to predict power consumption for each cycle of simulation.

Before beginning the feature selection process, the list of potential nets

provided by the netlist analysis is used to create a set of potential model

parameters. Each signal identified by netlist analysis is expanded into two

potential parameters, a current and previous cycle value of the signal. A
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signal’s current cycle parameter takes the signal’s value in the current cycle

that the model is predicting power for. A signal’s previous cycle parameter

takes the signal’s value in the previous cycle. For example, if a design has a

top-level input A, then a previous cycle signal Aprev is also considered. In cycle

N , Aprev takes the value that A had at the end of cycle N − 1. Since the value

a net takes in the current and previous cycle determines if there will be any

switching activity, it is useful to consider each signal’s current and previous

cycle value as potential inputs to the power model. In other words, knowing

the current and previous cycle values of each signal is enough to infer which

nets will charge or discharge in the current cycle, which can be related back

to power consumption. Because both the current and previous cycle signal

values are considered, the list of potential model parameters is double the size

of the signals identified by netlist analysis.
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Feature selection uses training data to choose which set of potential

model parameters can explain the variations in cycle-by-cycle power consump-

tion. Figure 3.5 shows the training set format. Each training set contains a

trace of a design’s cycle-by-cycle power and digital signal values. A training

set is composed of many training points. Each training point is composed

of one cycle’s worth of information: the amount of power dissipated and the

digital value of each of the potential signals, i.e., model parameters. In Fig-

ure 3.5, the example training set contains X cycles or training points. Each

training point in Figure 3.5 contains a binary value for N nets from the design

and a cycle power consumption value. In general, using more training points

to construct a model results in a more accurate model. However, it is also

important to generate a training set that contains a variety of signal behaviors

and is representative of the use cases on which the model will be used. Note

that each cycle, the current cycle signal values are recorded in the training

set. However, since the cycles are ordered in time in the training set, each

cycle’s previous cycle values are also recorded and can be found be examining

the entry before the current cycle. The feature selection process will use this

to extract useful previous cycle signal values.

The feature selection process starts by reading in the list of potential

model parameters and the training set data. Next, the feature selection process

places each training point into a table. The entries of the table contain cycle

power values and are indexed using the the current and previous cycle digital

values of the potential signals. Each potential signal can take a value of 0

or 1. Given n potential signals, the table will have 2n ∗ 2 rows, one for each

possible combination of current and previous cycle signal values. For large

designs there can be a huge number of potential signals. For example, in
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each of the designs modeled to evaluate this power modeling approach, which

are described in Section 3.3, the netlist analysis identified several thousand

potential signals. With such a large number of entries, it is computationally

impractical to produce enough training data to fill every entry of the table with

a power value. How many and which entries contain power values depends on

what training points are available. Given any reasonable number of inputs,

the table will be very sparsely populated because many entries will be empty

due to lack of training data.

After each training cycle’s power value has been placed into the table

using its corresponding signal values, the process of feature selection begins.

Feature selection searches for a subset of the potential model parameters to

use in the final model by repeatedly using an algorithm, created specifically for

this thesis, called Folding. The goal of the Folding algorithm is to evaluate a

set of model parameters and attach a numerical score to that set by calculating

its error on the training data. After using the Folding algorithm to evaluate

multiple sets of potential model parameters, these scores are used to rank the

potential model parameters. The Folding algorithm is run using the four steps

below:

• Step 1: Propose a subset of the potential model parameters, i.e. signals

• Step 2: Construct a new table using the proposed model parameters

• Step 3: Re-map the training data points into the new table

• Step 4: Evaluate the quality of the proposed model parameters

In Step 1 a set of modeling parameters is chosen from the list of po-

tential parameters. There are many ways to choose which combinations of
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parameters to try. Some of these will be explained later. In Step 2, a new

table is construct using the proposed set of parameters. The new table has the

same structure as the original table described earlier, but uses fewer signals to

index the entries and has fewer entries. In Step 3, the training data points are

mapped into the new table using their cycle-by-cycle power and signal values.

Finally, in Step 4, the chosen combination of model parameters, or signals,

is evaluated by examining how the entries mapped into the new table. In

particular, the approach focuses on the entries that contain multiple training

data points. Power values that map to the same entry should be numerically

similar. If the values are numerically similar, the proposed model parameters

can be used to explain the variation in the training power consumption values.

If some entries show large variations in power values, then the proposed signals

do not provide enough information to explain the design’s power behavior.

To illustrate how values are re-mapped, Figure 3.6 shows a very small

example of the Folding process on an initial table addressed using the values

of signals A, B, and C. The best tables place numerically similar values in

the same rows. Removing signal B places the values 9 and 20 into the same

row. Since these two are not numerically similar, removing B is an undesirable

re-map. Removing signal A creates a table where there is no more than one

value per table entry and removing signal C places only similar values in the

same entry. Thus, either of these two tables are good options. Each new table

can be viewed as a compressed version of the original table or training data.

Since the compression is lossy, the goal is to find a small set of signals that

will greatly compress the size of the table while minimizing the information

lost. The final set of signals can properly differentiate the training power

consumption values and are predictive of power consumption.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.6: An initial power Table (a) with three tables (b), (c), and (d) resulting from three possible
reductions

To numerically compare the quality of different sets of potential signals,

Equation 3.1 is used to calculate a sum of squared errors(SSE) for each power

table. This equation is used in Step 4 of the Folding algorithm. A good set of

potential model parameters maps training power values that are numerically

similar together. Equation 3.1 evaluates how well the potential parameters

accomplish this by sum up the square of the difference between each training

power value and the mean of the entry to which it was mapped. If wildly

different power values were mapped into the same entry, this difference will

be high, which implies that the potential model parameters cannot properly

explain the differences in the training power values.

After Steps 1 through 4 have been repeated multiple times, the values

computed by Equation 3.1 are used to rank the proposed model parameter

combinations. Equation 3.1 assumes a power table with N entries, Mi training

power values in the ith entry, training power values Xij, and mean value

Meani of all training points in the ith entry. If the signals used to index a
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power table successfully differentiate the training set power values, then power

values mapped to the same entries will be numerically similar and the value

calculated in Equation 3.1 will be low.

Error =
N∑
i=0

Mi∑
j=0

((Xij −Meani)/Xij)
2 (3.1)

Steps 2 through 4 allow a proposed set of model parameters to be eval-

uated, and ranked against other parameter combinations. However, which

parameter combinations should be proposed in Step 1? The number of poten-

tial signals to consider depends on the size of design being modeled. With N

potential signals and M final signals to use as model parameters, the signal

selection process is essentially an N choose M problem, with M << N . For

many designs there will be far too many potential combinations to consider

using a brute force approach.

Instead, an iterative approach is used to reduce the number of combi-

nations that need to be tested with Steps 1 through 4. Multiple iterations are

used to search through combinations of potential signals. The search begins

with a empty list of chosen signals. Each iteration, one signal is added to the

list of chosen signals. During each iteration, an list of experimental signals is

formed. The experimental signal list contains all signals that are not already

on the chosen signal list. Steps 1 through 4 are then repeated once for each

signal on the experimental signal list. In Step 1, one signal is selected from

the experimental signal list. A set of potential model parameters is formed

using all signals already on the chosen signal list plus selected experimental

signal. Steps 2 through 4 are used to evaluate the quality of the set of poten-

tial model parameters. At the end of the iteration, the experimental signal
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that corresponds to the best set of potential model parameters according to

the metric calculated by Equation 3.1 in Step 4 is added to the list of chosen

signals. This search iterates until the chosen signal list has N signals, where

N is the number of model parameters specified by the user.

3.1.3 Model Construction

After selecting a set of appropriate parameters or features, the next step

is to construct a model using those parameters. This approach uses a model

that takes the form of a look-up-table constructed from the selected signals.

The model takes a similar form to the tables of power values constructed

during the feature selection process. To make a power prediction for a given

cycle, the values of the selected signals are used to select a table entry. The

selected entry contains the cycle power prediction. Although this approach

uses a table based model, the feature selection technique presented here is not

specifically tied to this model. Since the feature selection process does not

make any assumptions about the structure of the model, it could also be used

to choose parameters for a more complex model, such as a neural network.

To construct the power model, a final power model table is constructed

using the selected signals as index bits as previously described. Then, one

power prediction is created for each entry. Power predictions are created by

first placing the training power values into the table using their corresponding

training signal values. Every entry will contain one, multiple, or zero values.

If the entry only contains one power value, that value is used as the entry’s

power prediction. If there are multiple power values in an entry, the mean of

those values is used as the entry’s prediction. If the signal selection process

was successful, the standard deviation of the entry’s training power values
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should be low, making the mean a reasonable representative for all the sample

values.

A secondary model is used to fill in entries with zero training power

values. This secondary power model is constructed using linear regression.

The signals used to index the power table are used as the input parameters of

the resulting linear model. The linear power model takes the form shown in

Equation 3.2. The N selected signals S, which are used to address the entries

of the table, are used as the linear model’s parameters. A new training set is

constructed from the final mean power values of all entries populated with at

least one value. Linear regression is responsible for learning the coefficients C.

The resulting linear model is used to populate the empty entries of the power

table by applying each empty entry’s index signal values to the linear model.

The linear model is only needed during model construction. After filling in all

the empty entries, the linear model can be discarded.

Pwr = C0 + C1S1 + C2S2 + ...+ CNSN (3.2)

Linear regression is used for its simplicity. However, one advantage of

the presented feature selection approach is that it does not assume a linear

relationship between the signals and power consumption. The entries filled in

with training power data still reflect non-linear relationships between the cho-

sen signals and power. In Section 3.3, it will be shown that the vast majority

of predictions are made using training data filled entries. Because the linear

model is responsible for a small percentage of the model’s predictions, any loss

in accuracy due to its assumptions of linearity is minimal.
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Figure 3.7: Generic FIFO inputs and outputs
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of a generic FIFO implementation

3.2 FIFO Example

This section provides a simple example of the Folding approach to fea-

tures selection. This example uses the FIFO shown in Figure 3.7. To enqueue

data into the FIFO, the enqueue signal needs to be asserted and the input

data bus, which is called “data in” in Figure 3.7, needs to be set to the correct

value. An enqueue will fail if the full signal is asserted. To dequeue data from

the FIFO, the dequeue signal needs to be asserted. If the FIFO was not empty,

the data out bus will contain the oldest value stored in the FIFO.

Figure 3.8 provides a more detailed view of the FIFO shown in Fig-

ure 3.7. The FIFO can store up to three values in internal registers. A head

pointer, tail pointer, and counter are all stored in 2-bit registers. Combina-
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tional logic combines these three values with the enqueue and dequeue signals

to determine when the three data registers are written into. After each success-

ful enqueue or dequeue, the head pointer, tail pointer, and counter registers

are updated.

Netlist analysis will extract top-level input signals and the register out-

put signals to use as potential model input parameters. The top-level input

signals that would be extracted are the enqueue signal, dequeue signal, and all

bits of the data in bus. The register output signals that would be extracted

are all output signals of the three data storage registers, head pointer register,

tail pointer register, and counter register. The number of potential signals

extracted will depend on the width of the data that the FIFO can store. In

addition, the FIFO depicted in Figure 3.8 can store up to three data values,

but making the FIFO deeper would increase the head and tail pointer size,

which would increase the number of signals extracted.

Figure 3.9 shows some training data created to illustrate the feature

selection process. The training data is a time-ordered trace of the FIFO’s

signal and power behavior. Each row of the training data represents one-

cycle of data. To make the example easy to follow, only a handful of cycles

are present in the training set. A real training set would most likely have

thousands of cycles worth of data. To further simplify the example, only some

of the potential signal values are shown in Figure 3.9. The power for each

cycle is represented both symbolically and numerically in Figure 3.9.

For convenience, the operation column shows the actions performed by

the FIFO each cycle. An E is shown for cycles in which a successful enqueue is

performed. A D is shown for cycles in which a successful dequeue is performed.

A E+D is shown for cycles in which both a successful enqueue and dequeue
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Cycle Enqueue Dequeue Counter … Data In 0 Operation Power

0 1 0 2 1 E 20

1 1 0 3 1 N 1

2 1 1 3 0 E + D 25

3 0 1 3 1 D 5

4 0 0 2 1 N 1

5 0 1 2 0 D 5

6 1 0 1 0 E 20

7 1 1 2 1 E + D 25

Figure 3.9: A sample time-ordered FIFO simulation trace that can be used as training data

operation are performed. Finally, a N power value is shown for cycles in which

no successful operation is performed.

During an enqueue operation, the tail pointer, counter, and one data

value register will be updated. This results in a relatively large amount of

signal toggling, which causes more power consumption. There will also be

additional toggling in the combinational logic inside the FIFO. The exact

amount of toggling will depend on the specific data values already inside the

FIFO and the value being written into the FIFO. Therefore, there is some

variability among the enqueue power values, but in general the enqueue power

values should be higher than the power values of the other operations.

During a dequeue operation, the head pointer and tail pointer are up-

dated, but no data value registers need to be written into. In many cases, the

data value registers will require many more bits of storage than the pointers

and counter. As a result, the dequeue operation should require significantly less

power than the dequeue operation. The exact amount of power consumed by

a dequeue operation depends on the current and previous pointer and counter

values. This means that there should be some variability among the dequeue
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power values.

When no operation is performed, no state needs to be updated inside

the FIFO, and the toggling inside is usually minimal. In general, despite some

variability based on the actual data values, enqueue, or E, operations consume

much more power than dequeue, or D, operations and dequeue operations

consume much more power than no, or N, operations. To make the example

easier to follow, E power values were assumed to be 20, D power values were

assumed to be 5 and N power values were assumed to be 1 in Figure 3.9. The

values in the power column have been filled in assuming these values.

Cycle Enqueue Dequeue Counter … Data In 0 Operation Power

0 1 0 2 1 E 20

1 1 0 3 1 N 1

2 1 1 3 0 E + D 25

3 0 1 3 1 D 5

4 0 0 2 1 N 1

5 0 1 2 0 D 5

6 1 0 1 0 E 20

7 1 1 2 1 E + D 25

(a) This training set is color coded training based on enqueue signal values. En-
queues are attempted in red cycles and not attempted in green cycles.

Enqueue Power Average SSE Total SSE

0 5, 1, 5 3.67 10.67

405.47
1 20, 1, 25, 20, 25 18.2 394.8

(b) The power values in the training data would be placed into a two entry table
based on their corresponding enqueue signal values. Sum of Squared Error(SSE)
values are calculated from the power values in each row to quantitatively evaluate
the quality of the table.

Figure 3.10: An illustration of how the enqueue signal would be analyzed

After extracting a list of potential signals, the iterative process of fea-
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ture selection would use the training data shown in Figure 3.9 to choose which

signals should be used as model inputs. Figure 3.10, shows how the enqueue

signal would be evaluated in the first iteration of the feature selection process.

Only the analysis of the enqueue signal is shown, but the analysis can easily

be generalized for any signal.

First, the training data rows would be separated according the enqueue

signal values. The color coding in Figure 3.10a shows how the rows would be

separated. The red rows have enqueue signal values of 1 and the green rows

have enqueue signal values of 0. The power values for each row are then sorted

according their corresponding enqueue signal value and placed into the table

shown in Figure 3.10b. All the power values from the red cycles are placed

together in one row and all the power values from the green cycles are placed

together in the other row. Here, the table is indexed according the enqueue

values, but in the general case, the table will be indexed using whichever

signal is being evaluated. If a signal is predictive of power, it will force mostly

similar values into the same row in the resulting table. An average power value

is calculated for each row. The average values are then used to calculate a sum

of squared error(SSE) for each row. The row SSEs are summed to get a total

SSE across all rows. Signals that create a good separation of power values will

have low SSE because most values in a row will be close to the row average.

The worst signals will separate the training power values in a random manner

and have high SSE as a result.

The tables corresponding to selecting the enqueue signal, dequeue sig-

nal, output bit one of the counter register, output bit zero of the counter regis-

ter, and bit zero of the input data bus are shown in Figure 3.11a, Figure 3.11b,

Figure 3.11c, Figure 3.11d and Figure 3.11e respectively. The enqueue signal
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table is repeated so that it can be easily compared to the other four tables.

Each iteration, every potential signal would be analyzed, but for simplicity,

only the analysis for five signals is shown. After, the first iteration, the signal

with the lowest total SSE will be chosen. In the Figure 3.11, the signal with

the lowest total SSE is the enqueue signal.

In the following iterations, additional tables similar to those seen in

Figure 3.11 will be constructed. However, each of these tables will include

all signals already constructed plus one additional experimental signal. For

example, in the second iteration all tables will include the enqueue signal and

one additional signal, e.g. the dequeue, one counter register output bit, etc.

Each table will have four rows for all possible combinations of values of the

two signals.

3.3 Experimental Results

This power modeling approach was evaluated using modules from the

Rocket Core, which is an in-order processor with a six-stage integer pipeline.

The Rocket Core implements the RISC-V instruction set architecture(ISA)

[1]. For the experiments presented here, the Rocket Core was synthesized,

place and routed, and simulated using a Synopsys design flow. In addition,

Synopsys’ PrimeTime PX was used to gather power data for the Rocket Core.

Synopsys’ PrimeTime PX provided both the training and golden verification

values. Benchmarks from MiBench [19], an embedded benchmark suite, were

compiled and executed on the Rocket Core during simulation. During each

benchmark’s simulation cycle-by-cycle signal values and power consumption

data for the Rocket Core modules was gathered. Each benchmark was executed

to completion which took tens of millions of cycles to complete. However, due
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Enqueue Power Average SSE Total SSE

0 5, 1, 5 3.67 10.67

405.47
1 20, 1, 25, 20, 25 18.2 394.8

(a) Enqueue signal table

Dequeue Power Average SSE Total SSE

0 20, 1, 1, 20 10.5 361

761
1 25, 5, 5, 25 15 400

(b) Dequeue signal table

Counter 1 Power Average SSE Total SSE

0 20 20 0

741.43
1 20, 1, 25, 5, 1, 5, 25 11.71 741.43

(c) Counter 1 signal table

Counter 0 Power Average SSE Total SSE

0 20, 1, 5, 25 12.75 400.75

801.5
1 1, 25, 5, 20 12.75 400.75

(d) Counter 0 signal table

Data In 0 Power Average SSE Total SSE

0 1, 25, 5, 20 12.75 400.75

801.5
1 20, 5, 1, 25 12.75 400.75

(e) Data In 0 signal table

Figure 3.11: Shown are potential folds of FIFO signals in the first iteration of feature selection. Each
signal is evaluated using the total Sum of Squared Error(SSE) of the table it generates. The signal with the
lowest SSE is chosen because it best differentiates the training power values
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to the length of the benchmarks, dumping VCD data every cycle of simulation

was prohibitive, both in terms of file size and simulation time. Instead, VCD

dumping was periodically toggled on and off during simulation. 1000 cycles

worth of signal data using VCD dumping was gathered using VCD dumping

every 5 million cycles.

For this evaluation, five modules from the Rocket Core’s RTL module

hierarchy were modeled: the instruction cache(I-Cache), data cache(D-Cache),

branch target buffer(BTB), data path, and control path. The data path mod-

ule contained all the logic and state needed by the data path of Rocket Core’s

pipeline, e.g., functional units and register file. Similarly, the control path

module contained the control logic of Rocket Core’s pipeline, e.g., pipeline

stall logic. The five modules themselves are all complex enough to generate

thousands of signals to consider as potential model parameters, even after

static netlist analysis. The majority of models were constructed by allowing

Folding to consider all top-level input signals and state element output sig-

nals identified during netlist analysis. However, a discussion of how models

constructed using a more restricted list of potential signals perform is also

provided in Section 3.3.1.2.

Only the quicksort(qsort), string search, JPEG compression(cjpeg),

JPEG decompression(djpeg), SHA, and Dijkstra benchmarks from the MiBench

suite were used to gather model training and verification data. This was due

to infrastructure constraints. For example, the version of the Rocket Core

available at the time these experiments were performed did not have a floating

point unit. Since many of the MiBench benchmarks use floating point opera-

tions, these benchmarks could not be executed on the Rocket Core. Table 3.1

shows the run-times of each of the MiBench benchmarks used as well as the
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Table 3.1: MiBench Trace Information

benchmark simulation cycles snippets
qsort 56 million 12
stringsearch 22 million 5
cjpeg 40 million 9
djpeg 13 million 3
SHA 14 million 3
Dijkstra 52 million 11

number of snippets of signal data gathered during each benchmark’s simula-

tion. Every 5 million cycles of simulation, one 1000 cycle interval is recorded.

Each of these recorded 1000 cycle intervals is one snippet in Table 3.1.

Two types of evaluation were used. In the first evaluation, which is

discussed in Section 3.3.1, the training set was fixed. Of the twelve snippets

gathered during qsort’s simulation, the first four snippets were used to train

the power models of the five chosen Rocket Core modules. The remaining eight

qsort snippets were used as verification snippets. All snippets from all the other

MiBench benchmarks were also used for verification. In the second evaluation,

which is discussed in Section 3.3.2, k-fold cross-validation was used. K-fold

cross-validation constructs and evaluates multiple models, each with a different

training set. This allows the modeling approach’s training set sensitivity to be

analyzed. The second evaluation also performs k-fold cross validation using

three classical feature selection techniques and compares results to the Folding

feature selection approach.

3.3.1 Fixed Training Set Evaluation

In this section, models were trained using the first four 1000-cycle snip-

pets of the qsort benchmark and evaluated using the rest of the 1000-cycle
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snippets gathered. Detailed results for each of the MiBench benchmarks used

are given for each of the five Rocket Core modules. Section 3.3.1.1 describes

the results for the I-Cache module in detail. Section 3.3.1.2 describes accuracy

trends across all the remaining Rocket Core modules.

3.3.1.1 Instruction Cache Case Study

Before presenting data for all modules, results for the RISC-V Rocket

Core Instruction Cache are discussed in detail here. Error trends as the number

of model parameters or design signals used are shown in Figure 3.12. Models

using 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 signals were constructed. For each of these models,

data was gathered using the quick sort, string search, JPEG compression,

JPEG decompression, SHA, and Dijkstra benchmarks from the MiBench suite.

A model constructed with zero model parameters or signals is implemented

as a single entry table that contains the average of all cycle-by-cycle power

values in the training data. The error behavior averaged across all benchmarks

is shown in Figure 3.13. The error values presented are gathered by taking

the absolute difference between each validation cycle’s predicted and golden

PrimeTime PX power value and then averaging them.

The cycle-by-cycle error of the baseline zero signal model is 32.68% on

average across the benchmarks. The error quickly drops as the complexity of

the model increases. The lowest error model has seven signals and 1.89% cycle-

by-cycle error on average. The error rises slightly after increasing the number

of signals from seven to nine. The average error of the nine signal model is

2.20% across the benchmarks. The slight rise in error can be attributed to

over-fitting, which is a common problem that affects many machine learning

based models that have become unnecessarily complicated. The first signal to
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Figure 3.12: Instruction Cache Benchmark Error
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Figure 3.13: Instruction Cache Average Error
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Figure 3.14: Instruction Cache Histogram Error

be added is the request valid signal passed from memory to the instruction

cache. This signal is raised when a cache-line from a previous cache miss is

ready. This causes the I-cache to be filled with the new cache-line, which

translates to write activity in the I-cache’s SRAM structures. This first signal

causes the largest improvement in model accuracy. Other signals that are

eventually included as more signals are added include: the cache’s hit/miss

signal, the previous cycle version of the memory response valid signal, and

some other I/O signals associated with the handshaking between the I-Cache

and memory. These signals were selected automatically from among thousands

of signals and also match expert intuition about the important power relevant

signals in an I-Cache.

The histogram in Figure 3.14 shows the distribution of cycle-by-cycle

error values for two I-Cache models, the zero and five signal models. The

zero signal model gives a baseline distribution for the error values and the five
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Table 3.2: Instruction Cache Model Hit Rate

benchmark 0 signals 1 signal 3 signals 5 signals 7 signals 9 signals
qsort 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.99% 99.97%
stringsearch 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.99% 99.97% 99.93%
cjpeg 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.99% 99.96% 99.90%
djpeg 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.99% 99.95%
SHA 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.97%
Dijkstra 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.99% 99.97%

signal model shows the distribution for the lowest error I-Cache model that

was constructed. The bins shown along the X-axis of Figure 3.14 represent

ranges of error values. The ranges are ≥ 0 and < 5, ≥ 5 and < 10, etc. The

final bin captures all data points with 50% or higher error. For readability,

only the lower bound on each bin’s error range is shown. The cycle-level error

values from each of the validation traces was placed into it’s corresponding

bin. Figure 3.14 shows data points aggregated from each of the MiBench

benchmarks used. For the five signal model, 93.67% of the validation points

fall into the lowest error bin, ≥ 0 and < 5. By contrast, only 0.08% of the

data points produced by the zero signal model fall into the lowest error bin.

For the zero signal model, the majority of the validation data points fall into

the higher error bins with 18.29% falling into the highest error bin.

The entries inside a model can be populated with prediction values us-

ing either training data or predicted values from a linear equation constructed

through regression. Each time the model makes a prediction, a prediction is

read out of a single entry. If that entry was filled in with training data, the

access is called a hit. If that entry was filled in with a linear equation predic-

tion, the access is called a miss. In general, a hit is more reliable, meaning it

is more likely to result in an accurate prediction. This is due to the fact that
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the signal patterns resulting in misses are not found in the training data. In

general, any model produced using machine learning techniques show reduced

accuracy when these types of predictions are made. To analyze how this af-

fects accuracy, Table 3.2 shows the hit rates of each of the I-Cache models

constructed. The exact hit rate depends on the level of correspondence be-

tween the signal values found in the training and validation data points. The

size of the tables, which is dictated by the number of signal used, also affects

the hit rate. Models constructed using 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 signals have 1, 2,

8, 32, 128, and 512 entries respectively. In Table 3.2, misses start appearing

when the model uses 5 or more signals. When the model has eight or fewer

entries, there is sufficient training data and the training data signal patterns

are diverse enough to fully populate the model table. The hit rate remains

well above 99% across all models. With the vast of majority of accesses re-

sulting in hits, it is rare to make a prediction using the linear equation values.

The training and validation data show good correspondence according to the

model parameters or signals.

The I-cache model’s average cycle-by-cycle error values for only accesses

resulting in hits are shown in Table 3.3. Similarly, the I-cache model’s aver-

age cycle-by-cycle error values for only accesses resulting in miss are shown in

Table 3.4. Since hits make up the vast majority of access in Table 3.2, the hit

error rates are similar to the model’s overall error values. Entries in Table 3.4

that correspond to 100% hit rates in Table 3.2 are marked N/A, or Not Ap-

plicable. The remaining entries, show higher error values when compared to

corresponding entries in Table 3.3. This can be attributed to the model’s less

predicatable behavior on signal patterns net found in the training set.
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Table 3.3: Instruction Cache Model Hit Average Error

benchmark 0 signals 1 signal 3 signals 5 signals 7 signals 9 signals
qsort 36.30% 10.69% 5.58% 2.45% 2.18% 2.24%
stringsearch 31.37% 7.68% 4.19% 2.30% 2.10% 1.79%
cjpeg 30.40% 9.65% 7.70% 2.64% 1.46% 1.58%
djpeg 34.05% 8.93% 4.88% 1.74% 1.63% 1.61%
SHA 29.74% 5.80% 3.75% 1.37% 1.43% 1.48%
Dijkstra 34.22% 8.63% 4.77% 1.49% 1.37% 1.81%

Table 3.4: Instruction Cache Model Miss Average Error

benchmark 0 signals 1 signal 3 signals 5 signals 7 signals 9 signals
qsort N/A N/A N/A N/A 13.17% 7.13%
stringsearch N/A N/A N/A 9.53% 21.74% 20.99%
cjpeg N/A N/A N/A 10.39% 13.18% 12.42%
djpeg N/A N/A N/A N/A 9.63% 5.79%
SHA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.16%
Dijkstra N/A N/A N/A N/A 16.38% 3.67%

3.3.1.2 RISC-V Rocket Core Module Results

Results for models produced for the Rocket Core I-Cache, D-Cache,

Data Path, Control Path, and BTB, are presented in this section. For con-

venience, much of the I-Cache modeling data presented in Section 3.3.1.1 is

replicated and presented alongside the results for the other four modules. Ac-

curacy trends as the number of model parameters is varied for each of the

five modules is presented in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16. Figure 3.15 breaks

down the accuracy for each of the MiBench benchmarks simulated. Figure 3.16

shows how the accuracy trends of the models averaged across the benchmarks

for each Rocket Core module. The models for the I-Cache and D-Cache show

more significant increases in accuracy as the model complexity is increased.

While there is still improvement as the model complexity increases for the
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other three Rocket Core modules, these modules exhibit less variability in

cycle-by-cycle power consumption. This means means there is less room for

improvements in accuracy over the simple zero signal model. For each of the

Rocket Core modules modeled, error decreases when increasing complexity

from zero to five signals. After five signals, there is either little change in error

across the modules. Table 3.5 summerizes the percent error of each module

across the benchmarks when five signals are used to construct each model.

Table 3.5: Percentage Error

Module qsort stringsearch cjpeg djpeg SHA Dijkstra Average
I-Cache 2.45% 2.68% 2.68% 1.74% 1.36% 1.49% 2.07%
D-Cache 3.45% 3.89% 4.36% 3.76% 2.95% 2.67% 3.52%
D-Path 9.58% 9.43% 9.47% 5.71% 9.39% 8.21% 8.63%
C-Path 10.40% 7.61% 9.33% 7.33% 7.40% 7.80% 8.31%
BTB 7.88% 6.27% 6.16% 5.66% 4.52% 8.32% 6.47%
Average 6.75% 5.98% 6.40% 4.84% 5.12% 5.70% 5.80%

The error distributions of the trends of the models are presented in

Figure 3.17. For each of the five Rocket Core modules, the error distribution for

two models are presented. One model was constructed with no signals and the

other model was constructed with five signals. Once again the X-axis of each

error histogram in Figure 3.17 represents error ranges. The histogram ranges

shown here are the same as those described for Figure 3.14 in Section 3.3.1.1.

Notice that for each model, increasing the model complexity from zero to five

signals causes many validation points to shift into lower error histogram bins.

In addition, many of the distributions for the five signal models look more like

normal distributions than their zero model counterparts.

The netlist analysis phase extracted the design’s top-level inputs and

state element outputs. Netlist analysis also identified which of these signals
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Figure 3.15: Per Benchmark Rocket Core Module Accuracy vs. Number of Model Parameters
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Figure 3.16: Average Rocket Core Module Accuracy vs. Number of Model Parameters
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Figure 3.17: Rocket Core Module Error Histograms
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Table 3.6: Number of Candidate Signals Considered

I-Cache D-Cache BTB D-Path C-Path
All Extracted Signals 2150 9648 3242 8206 458
Enable Signals Only 94 1338 1558 742 334

contributed to the write enable conditions of the design’s state elements. These

signals control when state elements change their internal values, which can

have a huge impact on power. In addition, changes to state element values

often causes additional toggling in combinational gates. For these reasons,

enable signals, i.e. signals that determine when state elements will change

values, are often determine how much power a design will consume. To illus-

trate this, models were constructed using the same Folding approach to feature

selection previously described. However, the signals presented to feature se-

lection were restricted to only candidate signals that could be traced to state

element enable signals. The accuracy of models constructed from this smaller

set of candidate signals is presented in Figure 3.18a. For comparison, the re-

sults from constructing models from the full list of candidate signals, i.e. the

design’s top-level inputs and state element outputs, is shown in Figure 3.18b.

The accuracy of the more restricted models is nearly identical to the original

models. However, the number of candidate signals considered is far less when

the more restricted list is used. The exact number of signals considered for

each RISC-V module is shown in Table 3.6. The results in Figure 3.18a show

that considering only the enable signals still provides enough useful signals to

construct accurate models.

Table 3.6 shows the number of candidate signals considered by
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of Different Candidate Signals
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3.3.2 K-Fold Cross-Validation Analysis

K-fold cross-validation evaluates how well a modeling approach per-

forms across different training data sets. This validation approach begins by

partitioning a set of data into k different smaller data sets. K different models

are then trained, each using a different one of the k data set partitions. Each

model is tested or validated against the k - 1 data set partitions that were not

used to train it.

The quality of the training data has a huge impact on a model’s ac-

curacy. Partitioning the data set and building multiple models helps access

how well a modeling approach will generalize across independent training data

sets. In general, the accuracy of the different models will vary, but an approach

that generalizes well will show more consistent error values across the models

created from different training sets.

K-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate several feature selection

approaches on each of the five Rocket Core modules: Instruction Cache, Data

Cache, Branch Target Buffer, Date Path, and Control Path. Section 3.3.2.1

presents the results of k-folds cross-validation when the Folding approach de-

scribed in this thesis was applied. For these k-fold cross-validation experi-

ments, the MiBench training snippets shown in Table 3.1 were divided into

ten groups. Ten is a common value for k when using k-fold cross-validation.

Also presented in this section are the results of k-fold cross-validation

with three feature selection techniques found in the scikit-learn library [2]. The

scikit-learn library is a free Python library that implements many commonly

used machine learning techniques. It was chosen for its wide range of avail-

able techniques, flexibility, and compatibility with the existing Python flow
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developed for the rest of the work presented in this chapter. sklearn imple-

ments three feature selection techniques: Univariate analysis, Least Absolute

Shrinkage and Selection Operator(LASSO), and Decision Tree based feature

selection. The results of using Univariate analysis, LASSO, and Decision Trees

to model the five Rocket Core modules are described in Sections 3.3.2.2, 3.3.2.3,

and 3.3.2.4 respectively. Section 3.3.2.5 directly compares the results of the

three scikit-learn and the Folding feature selection approaches.

3.3.2.1 Folding

The results of using k-fold cross-validation to evaluate the Folding fea-

ture selection approach described in this thesis is shown in Figure 3.19. For

each Rocket Core Module, accuracy numbers for models constructed with 0, 1,

3, 5, 7, and 9 signals are shown. Since ten-fold cross-validation was used, ten

different models were constructed for each number of signals. The average ab-

solute percent error of each of the ten models was calculated. The maximum,

minimum, and average of all the average absolute percent errors are plotted.

The error trends look similar to the previous analysis in Section 3.3.1.2.

The error sees significant reduction as signals are added for the Instruction and

Data Caches. The other Rocket Core modules show less improvement, but

the overall error is still relatively low. The range of minimum to maximum

average error in Figure 3.19 is relatively low with the exception of the Data

Path models.

3.3.2.2 Univariate

Univariate feature selection performs Univariate statistical analysis on

each of the potential model features. This statistical analysis calculates a
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Figure 3.19: The minimum, average, and maximum of the 10 average percent errors calculated for k-folds
cross-validation while evaluating the Folding approach for each Rocket Core module

p-value for each feature using the training data. The features with the best p-

values or scores are then chosen. For the experiments presented in this section,

models were constructed by first applying Univariate analysis to select a set

of features, or signals. Then, linear regression was used to construct models

using the selected features.

The results of performing k-fold cross-validation are shown in Fig-

ure 3.20. Similar to the Folding approach, the difference between the minimum

to maximum average error among the ten models in one k-folds experiment is

low, except for the Data Path module. The error of the models only shows

small variation as the number of signals selected is varied from 1 to 9. Univari-

ate analysis scores each feature independently. It is possible that just using

to highest scoring features will not provide the best combination of features.

This can happen if many of the top features show similar relationships to the
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Figure 3.20: The minimum, average, and maximum of the 10 average percent errors calculated for k-folds
cross-validation while evaluating Univariate analysis feature selection for each Rocket Core module

predicted value. This behavior is responsible for the unchanging accuracy as

the model complexity is increased.

3.3.2.3 LASSO

Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator(LASSO) is a regres-

sion technique that applies a regularization penalty during training. This

reduces the magnitude of the coefficients learned and in many cases can force

many coefficients to zero.

LASSO does not allow the number of selected parameters to be chosen

directly. Instead, a penalty parameter is used. A larger penalty parameter

results in fewer features with non-zero coefficients. While LASSO can sig-

nificantly reduce the number of features select, i.e., features with non-zero

coefficients, it difficult to select the exact number of model features chosen
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Table 3.7: Number of signals chosen by LASSO

module I-Cache D-Cache BTB D-Path C-Path
average 104.5 180.5 69.9 312.3 129.3
maximum 222 291 200 722 206
minimum 25 49 29 24 17

using LASSO. Scikit-learn provides a LASSO implementation that iteratively

searches for a good penalty value. In the evaluation presented here, this im-

plementation is used.

Figure 3.21 shows the error of models generated using LASSO. Most

LASSO models have slightly higher error than their Folding model counter-

parts. LASSO achieves lower error on the data and Control Path module.

LASSO is able to do this by using significantly more signals than the Folding

approach. The number of signals chosen by LASSO for each of the five Rocket

Core modules is shown in Table 3.7. Since 10 models were produced for each

Rocket Core module, the average, maximum, and minimum number of signals

selected across the 10 models is shown. In many cases, LASSO selects several

hundred signals. From Figure 3.21, it can also be seen that the difference in

average error between the ten models is also lower than what was seen for the

Folding and Univariate approaches.

3.3.2.4 Decision Tree

The sklearn library also provides a feature selection approach using

Decision Trees. Each node of the tree that is not a leaf node tests one feature.

The Decision Tree implemented in the scikit-learn library uses simple greater

than or less than tests. For example, a node could test if one feature is greater

than 0.5. The leaf nodes contain prediction values. The Decision Tree is used
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Figure 3.21: The minimum, average, and maximum of the 10 average percent errors calculated for k-folds
cross-validation while evaluating LASSO feature selection for each Rocket Core module

by starting at the root node and applying the appropriate tests to traverse the

tree until a leaf node is reached.

The scikit-learn library allows the maximum depth of the tree to be

specified during fitting. This puts a limit on the number of features that can

be used by the Decision Tree. The maximum depth specifies the maximum

number of non-leaf nodes that can be used. For example, a maximum tree

depth of 3 has a total of 7 non-leaf nodes: one root node, two nodes in the

second level, and 4 nodes in the third level. The Decision Tree may or may

not test a unique feature at each node. It is possible for a feature to be tested

along multiple paths through the tree. Therefore, setting the maximum depth

only gives an upper bound on the number of feature used.

Figure 3.22 shows the results of k-fold cross-validation for Decision

Trees. Models were constructed for max depths of 1 to 7. With a depth of
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Figure 3.22: The minimum, average, and maximum of the 10 average percent errors calculated for k-folds
cross-validation while evaluating Decision Tree feature selection for each Rocket Core module

7, the maximum number of possible features that can be selected is 127. In

general, there is little to no accuracy improvement beyond a depth of 3. The

max depths were chosen so that the number of features used would be in a

range comparable to the number of signals targeted by the Folding process.

Allowing the max depth to exceed 4 already allows the Decision Trees to use

more features than what the Folding and Univariate analysis approaches were

allowed to use. The Folding approach’s error numbers are comparable to the

Decision Tree numbers and in most cases, the error is lower for the Folding

approach. Like the Folding approach, the Data Path models show the largest

difference between the maximum and minimum error.

3.3.2.5 Feature Selection Summary

The error trends of the Univariate analysis, LASSO, Decision Tree, and

Folding feature selection techniques are plotted for each of the five Rocket Core
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modules in Figures 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, and 3.27. In each of the figures, each

data point is one k-folds experiment that consists of averaging the error of the

ten models. The X-axis gives the number of signals used. For LASSO and

Decision Tree feature selection, the number of signals used can vary between

models constructed for the same k-folds experiment. For these two techniques

the average number of signals was used. A log scale was used for the X-

axis. The Y-axis is the average percent error across all models in a k-folds

experiment.

For the BTB and C-Path modules, the Decision Tree feature selection

always chose zero signals regardless of the maximum depth specified. Since

the number of signals was plotted on a log scale, it is not possible to plot data

points with zero signals. As a result, the Decision Tree results do not appear

in Figures 3.25 and 3.26. With zero signals, the BTB error was 7.74% and the

C-Path error was 13.91%.

In the case of the the C-Path and D-Path modules, plotted in Fig-

ures 3.26 and 3.27 respectively, LASSO achieves the lowest error. However, it

uses many more signals than the next best model. In the case of the C-Path

module, LASSO used 120.3 more signals than the 9 signal Folding model and

was only 0.49 percentage points better. In the case of the D-Path module,

LASSO used 303.3 more signals than the 9 signal Folding model and was 2.45

percentage points better. For the other Rocket Core modules, the Folding

approach was able to achieve lower error than the other three techniques.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, an approach to automatically generate compact power

models was presented. This approach includes automated feature selection
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Figure 3.23: Summary of I-Cache model error across feature selection techniques
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Figure 3.24: Summary of D-Cache model error across feature selection techniques
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Figure 3.25: Summary of BTB model error across feature selection techniques
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Figure 3.26: Summary of C-Path model error across feature selection techniques
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Figure 3.27: Summary of D-Path model error across feature selection techniques

that finds nets in the design that are predictive of power from the huge set

of nets present in modern designs. The feature selection approach does not

assume a linear relationship between power and the potential model param-

eters. The power modeling approach was evaluated on five complex modules

from the RISC-V Rocket Core, which is a pipelined general purpose proces-

sor, executing benchmarks from the MiBench suite. Across all modules and

benchmarks, the models achieved an average cycle-by-cycle prediction error of

5.80%.
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Chapter 4

SoC Confidence Modeling

The confidence models discussed in this chapter work hand-in-hand

with the SoC power models discussed in chapter 3. One confidence model is

generated for each power model. At run-time, each time a power model makes

a prediction, its corresponding confidence model produces a confidence value.

These confidence values provide feedback to the user about the reliability of

the the power models predictions. Each confidence model follows the same

structure as the power model it is paired with. In other words, the confidence

models are tables indexed using the cycle-by-cycle digital values of the same

signal used by the power models. However, rather than power values, the

confidence model entries contain statistical information about the distribution

of the training data points.

During confidence model construction, each power model entry is an-

alyzed individually. Each power model entry is created from a set of sample

training set power values. The distribution of these power values will determine

the entry’s corresponding confidence value, which is stored in the confidence

model. Ideally, two conditions are met for every entry in the power model.

First, the power model entry is constructed using many training power values.

Second, the training power values used to construct the power model entry ex-

hibit very small variance. If these two conditions are met, the power model’s

selected parameters were able to very accurately capture the information in the
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training set. If the variance of a power model entry is high, the selected signals

could not provide enough detail to properly explain the large range of power

values seen in training data points. In many cases, the distribution of power

values seen in the power model entries can look very different, which implies

that different combinations of power model parameter values have different

expected errors.

Having some power model entries with high variance is not necessarily

a problem. The power model entries accessed at run-time will be entirely

dependent on the benchmark behavior. Therefore, it is not reasonable to

assume that the power model entries will be accessed uniformly. Even with just

a few poorly distributed entries, it is possible for a benchmark to access these

entries very often and, therefore, the expected error of the power predictions

will be high. Similarly, if the benchmark rarely accesses the poorly distributed

entries, then the majority of predictions will most likely be accurate. Through

careful tracking of the training data during model construction, the confidence

model is able to use the power model’s run-time input parameter values and

training set information to predict the power model’s accuracy.

Section 4.1 describes how the confidence models are constructed from

the training data. Section 4.2 presents the experimental data gathered for

the confidence models using the same Rocket Core modules and MiBench

benchmarks used to evaluate the SoC power models in Chapter 3.

4.1 Calculating Confidence

As described in Chapter 3, power model predictions made from entries

filled in using training data are called hits and predictions made from entries

filled in with linear model results are called misses. The signal patterns that
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result in hit predictions can be found in the training data, while the miss pre-

diction patterns are the result of extrapolation by a linear model. As a result,

on average, hit predictions are likely to be higher accuracy predictions than

miss predictions. The hit/miss ratio the first level of feedback to the user about

the expected accuracy of the model. Having too many misses means that there

are many combinations of power model input parameter values or net values

previously unseen in the training data, which means more unpredictable model

behavior. The confidence models described in this chapter generate confidence

values for hit predictions. The experimental results in Chapter 3 showed that

these predictions make up the majority of model accesses. Therefore, the abil-

ity to attach confidence values to hit predictions provides feedback for a large

portion of predictions.

The confidence model structure mirrors the power model structure, i.e.

a table indexed using cycle-by-cycle digital signal values from the design being

modeled. This means that each entry in the power model has a correspond-

ing confidence model entry. Instead of power values, each confidence model

entry stores information about how its corresponding power model entry was

generated at training time. First, each confidence model entry tracks the hit

or miss status of its corresponding power model entry. If the power model

entry is a hit, the confidence model entry stores a confidence value calculated

from the training data points that mapped into the power model entry during

power model construction.

The training data points that map into a single power model entry are

treated as samples taken from the entire space of potential power values. For

large designs, the potential input signal space is too large to fully train and

store and may contain combinations that are impossible to exercise. Therefore,
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it is common practice to use representative applications rather than randomly

selected training vectors. These training sets are much more likely to be asym-

metric, where some signals are exercised more frequently than others. As a

result, some entries may have many samples while others may only have a

few, or even none. However, only the table entries accessed during power

estimation are necessary; the others do not matter.

Ideally two conditions are met for each confidence model entry. First,

there are many samples from which the distribution of the full potential pop-

ulation can be inferred. Second, the samples are similar numerically, implying

that the power values in the full potential population are uniform and accu-

rately predictable using a single value for this entry.

The first condition is largely training set dependent, due to the fact

that the training set may exercise some entries more than others. The second

condition is dependent on the abstractions made to reduce the training data

to the final table size, for example, the abstractions correspond to how a set of

1,000 initial candidate signals is reduced to 10 final signals. These abstractions

may cause some entries to have poor distributions with a large range of power

values. Note that the distribution quality is likely to vary between entries.

Entries with a poor distribution cannot be fixed by simply having more

samples. To see why, assume a complete set of training data for the previous

example of a system with 1,000 initial signals reduced to 10 final signals could

be generated. Every entries in the final table would contain an impractical

2 990 values, meaning there is no ambiguity in what the distribution is. How-

ever, even having all of this information does not, by itself, guarantee highly

predictably entries. What also matters is how uniform the values in each entry

are, which can be characterized by the standard deviation of the distribution.
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Thus, for each entry both a statistical confidence interval and a stan-

dard deviation of the power values in that entry is calculated. The confidence

interval helps determine whether there are a sufficient number of samples in

each entry. The smaller the confidence interval size, the more certain that the

mean of the entry’s samples reflects the mean of the full potential population.

Since the power model uses the mean of the entry samples as the entry’s power

estimate, a small confidence interval is important.

CI = µ± Z σ√
n

(4.1)

The standard statistical confidence interval is calculated using the Equa-

tion 4.1 [45]. In Equation 4.1, µ is the mean of the samples, σ is the standard

deviation of the samples, n is the number of samples, and Z is the z-score.

The z-score is a standard statistical value found using a z-table. For results in

Section 4.2 a z-score of 1.96 was used, which corresponds to a 95% probability

that the true population mean lies within the confidence interval.

The standard deviation of a power model entry’s samples is also impor-

tant. Since a standard statistical confidence interval already takes standard

deviation into account, it may seem unnecessary to consider the standard de-

viation additional consideration. However, even when standard deviation is

high, the confidence interval will shrink to zero given enough samples. Even

though the confidence interval may be small because of a huge number of

samples, a high standard deviation still implies that many of the samples are

numerically different from the population mean. In such cases, expected error

of the power model entry is high. One value is simply not representative of a

wide range of possible values and the confidence value attached to the power

model entry needs to reflect that. Thus, the confidence interval of such a
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set of samples will be very small, a confidence interval alone is not sufficient.

It is, therefore, necessary to use the population standard deviation

to differentiate cases of (i) small confidence intervals due to many

samples with uniform behavior and cases of (ii) small confidence

intervals due to many samples without uniform behavior.

Relying on the above intuition, the confidence interval and standard

deviation play a role in calculating a single confidence value for each confidence

model entry that corresponds to a hit in the power model. Equation 4.2 shows

how these values are used to calculate the confidence value. In Equation 4.2,

µ is the mean of the entry samples, σ is the standard deviation, and CI is

the confidence interval. Notice that as the standard deviation and confidence

interval approach zero, the confidence value also approaches zero. This means

that lower confidence values reflect better power value distributions and lower

expected error. σ and CI are divided by µ to express the standard deviation

and confidence interval as percentages of the population mean. This makes the

confidence values interpretable across confidence model entries. To illustrate

this, suppose two power model entries both have sample standard deviations

of 0.1, but one entry has a sample mean of 1 and the other has a sample mean

of 0.2. Even though the standard deviation of both entries is the same, the

expected percent error of each of these entry’s is different. Instead the standard

deviations are recorded as 10 percent and 50 percent of the sample mean.

These percentages are more readily converted into expected percent error of

the power model and clearly show that the 10 percent standard deviation power

model entry is expected to produce more accurate predictions on average than

the 50 percent standard deviation entry.

In a normal distribution roughly 95 percent of the samples are expected
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to fall within two standard deviations of the mean, which captures the vast ma-

jority of the potential samples. The standard deviation term in Equation 4.2

is multiplied by two to reflect this. The two standard deviation bound could

be changed to create a more or less conservative confidence metric. The confi-

dence interval term is included in Equation 4.2 to penalize power model entries

with few samples, because there is less certainty that the mean and standard

deviation of the samples truly reflects the entire population that the samples

are taken from. In general, with enough training data, the confidence interval

will be close to zero and the standard deviation will determine the confidence

value.

Confidence = 2
σ

µ
+
CI

µ
(4.2)

4.2 Results

The experimental results in this section explore power model error vs.

confidence value trends. First, some background on the expected power model

error distributions is given in Section 4.2.1. This sets up some theory to bet-

ter understand the results described in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3. Sec-

tion 4.2.2 describes confidence trends for experiments in which the training set

was fixed. For these experiments, models were constructed using the first four

1000-cycle snippets of the qsort benchmark. The confidence results presented

in Section 4.2.2 come from the same models constructed for Section 3.3.1.

Section 4.2.3 presents confidence trends when k-fold cross-validation was per-

formed. The confidence results presented in this section come from the same

models constructed for Section 3.3.2
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4.2.1 Absolute Error Distribution

Figure 4.1 shows two types of distributions. In Figure 4.1a the prob-

ability distribution function (PDF) of a normal distribution with a mean of

zero and standard deviation of 0.1 is shown. The random variable in Fig-

ure 4.1a, error, can take both positive and negative values. This kind of error

distribution could come from a typical unbiased model, which has an equal

probability of over and under predicting a value. However, when evaluating a

model, it is often useful to consider the absolute value error. This allows the

average accuracy of the model to be calculated without positive and negative

error values canceling each other out.

Assume a new random variable, Y, is created by taking the the absolute

value of a random variable, X, that can have both positive and negative values.

If the PDF of X is a normal distribution like the one shown in Figure 4.1a,

then the PDF of Y will look like what is shown in Figure 4.1b.The PDF in Fig-

ure 4.1b is known as a folded normal distribution [39]. The mean of the folded

normal distribution, µf , can be calculated using the mean, µ, and the stan-

dard deviation, σ, of the original normal distribution using Equation 4.3 [39].

Similarly, the standard deviation of the folded normal distribution, σf , can be

calculated using Equation 4.4. The mean and standard deviations of the two

distributions can be seen in Figure 4.1.

The confidence values used by these models are calculated using the

training data. Training data values that map to the same entry of the power

model form a set of samples from the huge population of potential power

values. The standard deviation and confidence intervals, that the confidence

values are based on, are calculated from these samples. Before calculating

the final confidence values to store in the confidence model, the standard
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deviation and confidence intervals are divided by the population means. Thus,

the standard deviation of each power model entry is expressed as a percentage

of the entry’s average power value, which can be viewed as a percent error.

In addition, by using each power model entry’s population mean as its power

prediction, a unbiased model is created, which means that over and under

predictions are equally likely. The mean error, when sign is considered, is

zero. Thus, the distribution of the model error resembles the PDF shown

in Figure 4.1a and the distribution of the absolute error resembles the PDF

shown in Figure 4.1b. Because the mean of the error, µ, of the power model

entries is zero, the general case equation for the folded normal distribution

mean can be simplified to Equation 4.5. Similarly, the general case equation

in Equation 4.4 can be simplified to Equation 4.4 when µ is assumed to be

zero.

µf = σ

√
2

π
e

−µ2

2σ2 + µ(1− 2Φ(
−µ
σ

))

Φ(z) =
1√
2π

∫ z

−∞
e

−x2
2 dx

(4.3)

σf =
√
µ2 + σ2 − µ2

f (4.4)

µf = σ

√
2

π
(4.5)

σf =
√
σ2 − µ2

f (4.6)

Recall, that the per power model entry confidence values equal 2σ
µ

+ CI
µ

,

where µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation, and CI is the confidence
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interval of the training values that mapped to the entry. When the confi-

dence model is used, the confidence values provide information about each

power model prediction’s expected absolute error distribution. Assuming that

a particular power model entry has enough training data points, the confidence

interval will be close to zero. When this happens, the half confidence value be-

comes an approximation of the error distribution’s standard deviation, σ. The

mean, µf , and standard deviation, σf , can be calculated using equations 4.5

and 4.6. The results in Section 4.2.2 use this observation to better understand

the experimental data and behavior of the confidence values.

4.2.2 Fixed Training Set Evaluation

The confidence models were used to model the same five Rocket Core

modules described in chapter 3: the I-Cache, D-Cache, Data Path, Control

Path, and BTB. The models were trained and validated on the same set

of MiBench benchmark snippets used to evaluate the power models in Sec-

tion 3.3.1. During evaluation of the confidence models, each confidence model

was paired with its corresponding power model. The cycle-by-cycle confidence

values were then compared to the cycle-by-cycle error values of the power

models. The results shown below were gathered using power and confidence

models constructed with five parameters, or nets, selected from the enable

signals found during netlist analysis.

The confidence results are only shown for the data points considered

“hits”, i.e. power predictions made from entries in the power model that

were filled in using training data, as oppose to the linear model. The results in

Chapter 3 showed that predictions that “hit” in the power model are generally

more accurate than “misses”, i.e. predictions made with the linear model
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results. The hit rate of the model is a first level sanity check on the power

model behavior. The hit rate for the Rocket Core models was shown to be high

in Chapter 3. The results below provide further confidence analysis by using

the “hit” prediction confidence values to analyze the power models’ expected

accuracy.

Figure 4.2 summarizes the results of the confidence models when mod-

eling the Rocket Core modules. Each validation cycle from all modules, across

all benchmarks, was added to the histogram in Figure 4.2a using its confidence

value. Only the lower bounds of the confidence ranges for each bin are shown.

For example, the bin labeled zero holds all data points whose confidence val-

ues are greater than or equal to zero and less than five. The final bin, labeled

50, captures all validation data points with confidence values greater than or

equal to 50. Recall that confidence values closer to zero imply lower expected

error. Figure 4.2b shows the average error of all data points in each bin. The

error values shown here are absolute relative errors. Assuming the PDF of the

absolute error values takes the form of a folded normal distribution, the ex-

pected mean error and standard deviation of each bin can be calculated using

equations 4.5 and 4.4. Half the confidence value is used as a proxy for the

error’s normal distribution, σ.

The calculated mean of the absolute error’s folded normal distribution,

µf , for each bin is shown in as the red line in Figure 4.2b. The green lines

give the expected standard deviation bounds, µf ± σf . The lower bins track

well with the folded normal distribution’s expected absolute error. The higher

confidence bins deviate from the expected mean, but stay within the standard

deviation bounds. Figure 4.2a shows that there are significantly more data

points that fall into the higher bins. In particular, there is a sharp drop off
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after the bin labeled 35. Fewer samples in these later bins leads to more

variance in the average absolute error behavior.
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Figure 4.2: Point-by-point Confidence Histogram Results

Figure 4.3 shows results for the confidence and power models aggre-

gated across multiple validation points. In Figure 4.3a the confidence and

error values of all cycles within one 1000-cycle snippet have been averaged to-

gether. One average confidence value and average absolute percent error pair

is produced per snippet. Snippets for all Rocket Core confidence and power
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models from all benchmarks are plotted together in Figure 4.3a. Once again,

half the confidence value was used to plot the mean and standard deviation

bounds for a folded normal distribution. The majority of snippets fall within

one standard deviation of the expected mean error.

In Figure 4.3b the confidence and percent error values have been av-

eraged across entire benchmarks. The scatter plot shows one data point for

each Rocket Core module on each of the MiBench benchmarks used. All of the

benchmark average, percent errors fall within one standard deviation of the

mean. The benchmark data falls more tightly around the expected mean than

the 1000-cycle snippet data due to a larger number of cycle-by-cycle validation

point results being averaged together.

The correlation between error and confidence is shown in Table 4.1.

Three aggregation levels are shown. In the first, percent error and confidence

values are correlated for each cycle-by-cycle validation point available across all

modules. In the second, the percent error and confidence values are averaged

within each 1000 cycle snippet, but not across modules. The resulting snippet

percent error and confidence values are correlated. In the final aggregation

level, the percent error and confidence values are averaged within each bench-

mark per module. The benchmark level percent errors are then correlated to

the benchmark level confidence values. Correlation values range between zero

and one, with zero corresponding to no correlation and one corresponding to

perfect correlation. The cycle-by-cycle correlation is moderate. However, the

snippet and benchmark level correlations are quite high. The additional aggre-

gation or averaging effect reduces the variance of the error results and makes

them more predictable, which is reflected in the higher correlation values.
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Figure 4.3: Aggregated Confidence Results
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Table 4.1: Correlation results

Aggregation Correlation
Cycle-by-cycle 0.46
1000-Cycle Snippet 0.79
Benchmark 0.85

4.2.3 K-Folds Cross-Validation Analysis

The experimental results described in this section were gathered using

the same k-fold cross-validation setup described in Section 3.3.2. Correlation

values between the average error values and confidence values produced by the

folding approach are presented in Table 4.2. The correlations were calculated

using the results of 10-fold cross-validation. Error and confidence values were

calculated for each of the ten models from each of the Rocket Core models.

In addition, results from final model sizes of 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 signals are

all included in Table 4.2. The error and confidence values were averaged at

different granularities and compared. In Table 4.2, the “Cycle-by-cycle” col-

umn shows the correlation when the cycle-by-cycle error and confidence values

were compared. The “1000-Cycle Snippet” column shows the correlation when

the average error and average confidence of each 1000-cycle Mi-Bench snippet

are compared. Finally, the “Model” column shows the correlation when the

average error and confidence of each model are compared.

There are six possible final signal counts, 5 different Rocket Core mod-

ules, and 10 models produced by 10-fold cross-validation. This gives 300 total

models(5x6x10). Moderate correlation is achieved by the cycle-by-cycle com-

parison. The 1000-cycle snippet and model level correlations are high. The

average confidence value vs. average percent error of the 300 models is plotted

in Figure 4.4. Overall, there is a good correspondence between confidence and
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Table 4.2: Average Error and Confidence Correlation

Aggregation Correlation
Cycle-by-cycle 0.39
1000-Cycle Snippet 0.61
Model 0.77
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Figure 4.4: Average model error vs. average confidence with k-folds cross validation

error in this graph.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, an approach to generate confidence models was de-

scribed. The confidence models are accessed in parallel to the power models

described in Chapter 3 and provide values to assess the expected accuracy of

each power model prediction. By generating a table of confidence values that
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mirrors the power model structure, a confidence value can be generated for

each possible power model prediction. Confidence values are generated by an-

alyzing the distribution of power values extracted from the training data. The

confidence model trends were evaluated using five modules from the Rocket

Core processor and benchmarks from the MiBench suite. The confidence val-

ues were shown to have a 0.77 correlation with power prediction percent error

when averaging results per benchmark. It was also shown that the confidence

values could be used to produce statistical bounds on the percent error.
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Chapter 5

GPGPU Performance and Power Scalability

Modeling

1

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are highly specialized accelerators

designed to efficiently handle the massive amount of parallelism in graphics

processing. Internally, GPUs contain many light-weight floating point pro-

cessors, which enables them to handle many threads of execution in parallel.

GPUs can be found in many modern systems from the mobile, desktop, and

supercomputing space. Due to their wide availability, affordability, and their

potential for massive parallel computation, there is even increasing interest in

expanding GPUs beyond their traditional graphics use cases into more general-

purpose processing. With so many potential potential use cases for GPUs,

comes a wide range of potential design points or configurations. Each GPU

is carefully designed to meet specific performance requirements or fit within

a certain power budget. Many modern processors can even reconfigure them-

selves at runtime in order to maximize performance and/or minimize power

1The work in this chapter was previously published in High Performance Computer Ar-
chitecture (HPCA) 2015 [54]. Each of the co-authors provided valuable feedback and con-
tributed to the modeling technique described in this chapter. In addition, Joseph Greathouse
gathered the GPGPU data used to construct and verify the models. Alexander Lyashevsky
provided infrastructure to parse the data files and perform k-means clustering. Nuwan
Jayasena supervised the project. Derek Chiou provided an outside perspective to the project.
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consumption. For example, some designs can change their core frequency and

voltage [3, 47] or modify available bandwidth [12]. In addition, many designs

will power gate unused hardware to reduce static power usage [32, 40].

Designers need to quickly analyze the large range of GPU design pa-

rameters to determine what hardware configurations best meet their design

requirements. Similarly, software engineers must often tune their applications

for a range of hardware configurations. To help analyze GPU performance, a

variety of tools have been created. One commonly used type of performance

estimation tool is detailed, cycle-accurate simulators. These simulators are

often used by GPU designers or researchers during early-stage design space

exploration. These kinds of simulators can be very accurate for early stage

estimation. However, their high degree of simulation detail results in slow sim-

ulation speed. These kinds of simulators are often many orders of magnitude

slower than real hardware. For example, one such simulator, GPGPU-Sim [5],

is millions of times slower than executing natively on real hardware [37]. Using

reduced input sets with detailed, cycle-accurate simulators can help alleviate

long simulation times, but they can also potentially lower a simulation’s accu-

racy [57]. Another approach to estimating performance or power is to build

analytical models [4, 20, 28, 30, 34, 41, 42, 49, 58, 59]. These models are usually

less detailed or less flexible than cycle-accurate simulators, but they are also

much faster to evaluate.

This chapter presents a machine learning (ML) based general-purpose

GPU (GPGPU) power and performance scalability model. Using one power or

performance measurement on a single GPU hardware configuration, this model

is able to predict a kernel’s power or performance across a wide range of unmea-

sured GPU hardware configurations. This model can scale performance across
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three hardware parameters: core frequency, memory bandwidth, and compute

unit (CU) count. In this chapter, a hardware configuration refers to one set

of core frequency, memory bandwidth, CU count values. The model construc-

tion process begins measuring the power or performance of a set of training

OpenCL kernels across a range of core frequencies, memory bandwidths, and

CU counts on real GPU hardware. In addition, performance counter data is

gathered for each training kernel. By measuring a range of parameter settings

for each OpenCL kernel, per kernel scaling surfaces are assembled and clus-

tered into classes of kernel scaling behaviors. The kernel performance counter

data is then used to fingerprint each class of kernel scaling behavior.

After construction, the model can predict the scalability of new kernels

outside the set training kernels. First, measurements of a new kernel are taken

on a single hardware configuration. Performance counter data is used to map

the new kernel into one of the classes of scaling behaviors. The appropriate

scaling behavior can then be applied to predict the power or performance for

this new kernel across a range of hardware configurations. The model is fast

to evaluate, often faster than native execution of a kernel. Using this model

allows many hardware configurations to be quickly evaluated. In Section 5.4,

experimental results will show that this modeling approach can predict power

and performance across a range of configurations with an average error of 10%

and 15% error respectively.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 pro-

vides some background on the scalability models and provides a few potential

use cases for the model. Section 5.2 describes the model construction process in

detail. Section 5.3 describes the experimental setup used to evaluate the GPU

models. Section 5.4 presents the experimental results. Finally, section 5.5
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summarizes the chapter.

5.1 Motivation

This section first gives a high-level overview of the GPGPU performance

and power scalability model. Some insight is provided to motivate how the

model was constructed in section 5.1.1. Sections 5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4 give

three use case for the GPGPU model.

5.1.1 Model Overview

The normalized performance of four different OpenCL kernels running

on real hardware is shown in Figure 5.1. In each plot, normalized performance

is shown on the Y-axis, the number of active CUs is shown on the X-axis, and

memory bandwidth is shown on the Z-axis. To avoid the complexity of display-

ing four-dimensional data, core frequency, also called engine frequency, is fixed

at 1 GHz. Figure 5.1a shows a typical compute bound kernel. In this kernel,

performance scales as compute resources are added and remains unchanged

as memory bandwidth is added. Figure 5.1b shows a typical memory bound

kernel. In this kernel, performance scales as memory bandwidth is added and

remains unchanged as compute resources are added. The kernel in Figure 5.1c

is a more balanced kernel, which requires both additional compute resources

and memory bandwidth for any kind of performance benefit. The kernels in

figures 5.1a, 5.1b, and 5.1c. represent the most common kernel performance

scaling surfaces.

The kernel in Figure 5.1d shows an irregular kernel scaling surface. The

performance of this kernel initially increases as compute units are added, but

after a certain point, decreases as additional compute units are added. The
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CUs share the L2 cache space. As the number of compute units increases,

the memory pressure on the L2 cache increases and the working set of data

eventually overwhelms the L2 cache capacity. When this happens, the L2

cache thrashes and performance begins to drop. This scaling behavior has

been previously observed and documented in the literature [29, 36] This is just

one example of a kernel with an irregular scaling surface.

Many kernels show similar scaling surfaces. In particular, the compute

bound, memory bound, and balanced scaling surfaces are commonly observed.

This motivates the modeling approach presented in this chapter. The scaling

behaviors seen are clustered to identify a set of common scaling behaviors.

Once a set of canonical scaling behaviors has been created, the next challenge

is to find a way to map previously unseen kernels into a cluster that will match

its scaling behavior. A classifier is responsible for using measured performance

counter data to select from among the clusters of scaling behaviors. Using the

classifier and the set of scaling surface clusters, the model can quickly predict

the power or performance of a previously unseen kernel across many hardware

configurations.

5.1.2 Design Space Exploration

GPUs are deployed in many different types of systems. Each GPU

design has performance, power, area, and cost requirements specific to its

intended use cases. Careful design space exploration is required to identify

the correct configuration to meet the specific needs of each design. In many

cases, designs in different markets can be built from the same design blocks,

e.g. CUs. By changing core frequency, memory bandwidth, and CU count,

hardware design effort can be amortized across multiple markets. Table 5.1
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(a) A compute-bound kernel
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(b) A bandwidth-bound kernel
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(c) A balanced kernel
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(d) Irregular performance scaling

Figure 5.1: Four different GPGPU performance scaling surfaces. Frequency is held at 1 GHz while CUs
and bandwidth are varied.
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Table 5.1: Examples from one generation of AMD products that use the same IP blocks to build very
different SoCs.

Name CUs Max. Freq. Max. DRAM BW

E1-6010 2 350 MHz 11 GB/s
A10-7850K 6 720 MHz 35 GB/s
Xbox One 12 853 MHz 68 GB/s

PlayStation 4 18 800 MHz 176 GB /s
Radeon R9-285 28 918 MHz 176 GB/s

Radeon R9-290X 44 1000 MHz 320 GB/s

lists several devices designed by AMD. The graphics hardware in each of these

devices is based on AMD’s Graphics Core Next architecture. However, each

is configured for different markets.

Performance and power estimation tools aid designers efficiently explore

the possible configurations. Fast and accurate GPU models, such as the one

presented here, help designers quickly pick out the most promising design

points for more detailed evaluation. Highly detailed simulation tools such as

GPGPU-Sim [5] and models produced with this approach complement each

other. Since time to market is so short, efficiently pruning the list of possible

configurations before resorting to slow simulation most efficiently uses precious

design time.

5.1.3 Software Analysis

GPGPU applications are carefully tuned to specific hardware to max-

imize performance. There are many potential GPU hardware configurations

available on the market, but software developers are unlikely to have access

to more than a handful of hardware configurations. This makes evaluating

applications on every configuration that consumers will potentially use a chal-

lenging task.
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Many analytical performance models have been created in the past

[20, 28, 34, 41, 59]. Software designers could use these models to estimate per-

formance of their applications. However, these models are limited to a single

hardware configuration. The GPGPU performance and power scalability mod-

els presented here are capable of quickly evaluating a wide range of hardware

configurations. In addition, since these models are machine learning based,

the proprietary details of the design are obfuscated from the model user. This

would allow hardware vendors, who have the best resources to create these

models, to release these models to customers developing applications without

worrying about sacrificing protection of their intellectual property.

5.1.4 Online Reconfiguration

Many designs rely on dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to

maximize performance and/or minimize power consumption. An online power

manager will typically manage the DVFS of the components in a system to

best meet performance and power needs at runtime [12, 32]. In some cases, an

online manager can power gate or disabled entire components at runtime to

further reduce power consumption. For example, a GPU’s CUs can be disabled

for applications that do not benefit from the additional parallelism [43].

To find the appropriate DVFS settings, an online manager should have

an internal performance and power scaling model [50]. Often these settings

must be reconfigured with information from the entire system because making

such decisions locally can result is sub-optimal performance [46]. Speed is

crucial to models integrated with online management schemes, which makes a

fast scalability model like the one presented here an attractive option.
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5.2 Methodology

In this section, the scalability modeling modeling methodology is de-

scribed in two passes. First, Section 5.2.1 describes the methodology at a

high-level, providing a conceptual view of how each part fits together. Then

Sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4 go into the implementation details of the differ-

ent parts of the model. For simplicity, these sections describe a performance

model, but this approach can be applied to generate power models as well.

5.2.1 Overview

While the GPGPU modeling methodology presented here is amenable

to modeling any parameter that can be varied, for the purposes of this study,

a GPU’s hardware configuration is defined as its number of CUs, engine fre-

quency, and memory frequency. The scalability model produced using this

methodology takes measurements gathered on one specific GPU hardware con-

figuration called the base hardware configuration as input. Once a kernel has

been executed on the base hardware configuration, the model can be used to

predict the kernel’s performance on a range of target hardware configurations.

The model construction and usage flow are depicted in Figure 5.2. The

construction algorithm uses a training data set containing execution times and

performance counter values collected from executing training kernels on real

hardware. The values in the training set are shown in Figure 5.3. For each

training kernel, execution times across a range of hardware configurations are

stored in the training set. The performance counter values collected while

executing each training kernel on the base hardware configuration are also

stored.

Once the model is constructed, it can be used to predict the perfor-
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Figure 5.2: The model construction and usage flow

mance of new kernels, from outside the training set, at any target hardware

configuration within the range of the training data. To make a prediction,

the kernel’s performance counter values and base execution time must first

be gathered by executing it on the base hardware configuration. These are

then passed to the model, along with the desired target hardware configura-

tion, which will output a predicted execution time at that target configuration.

The model is constructed once offline, but used many times. It is not necessary

to gather a training set or rebuild the model for every prediction.

Model construction consists of two major phases. In the first phase,

the training kernels are clustered to form groups of kernels with similar per-

formance scaling behaviors across hardware configurations. Each resulting

cluster represents one scaling behavior found in the training set.
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Figure 5.3: The training set

In the simple example shown in Figure 5.4, there are six training kernels

being mapped to 3 clusters. Training kernels 1 and 5 are both bandwidth

bound and therefore get mapped to the same cluster. Kernel 3 is the only one

of the six that is purely compute bound and it gets mapped to its own cluster.

The remaining kernels scale with both compute and memory bandwidth, and

they are all mapped to the remaining cluster. While this simple example

demonstrates the general approach, the actual model identifies larger numbers

of clusters with more complex scaling behaviors (in a 4D space).

In the second phase, a classifier is constructed to predict which cluster’s

scaling behavior best describes a new kernel based on its performance counter

values. The classifier, shown in Figure 5.5, would be used to select between

the clusters in Figure 5.4. The classifier and clusters together allow the model

to predict the scaling behavior of a kernel across a wide range of hardware

configurations using information taken from executing it on the base hardware

configuration. When the model is asked to predict the performance of a new

kernel at a target hardware configuration, the classifier is accessed first. The

classifier chooses one cluster, and that cluster’s scaling behavior is used to
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Figure 5.4: Forming clusters of kernel scaling behaviors

scale the baseline execution time to the target configuration in order to make

the desired prediction.

Figure 5.6 gives a detailed view of the model architecture. Notice that

the model contains multiple sets of clusters and classifiers. Each cluster set

and classifier pair is responsible for providing scaling behaviors for a subset

of the CU, engine frequency, and memory frequency parameter space. For

example, the top cluster set in Figure 5.6 provides information about the

scaling behavior when CU count is 8. This set provides performance scaling

behavior when engine and memory frequencies are varied and CU count is

fixed at 8. The exact number of sets and classifier pairs in a model depends

on the hardware configurations that appear in the training set.

The scaling information from these cluster sets allows scaling from the
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Figure 5.6: Model architecture

base to any other target configuration. By dividing the parameter space into

multiple regions and clustering the kernels once for each region, the model is

given additional flexibility. Two kernels may have similar scaling behaviors in

one region of the hardware configuration space, but different scaling in another

region. For example, two kernels may have scale identically with respect to

engine frequency, but one may not scale at all with CU count while the other

scales linearly. For cases like this, the kernels may be clustered together in one
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cluster set but not necessarily in others. Breaking the parameter space into

multiple regions and clustering each region independently allows kernels to be

grouped into clusters without requiring that they scale similarly across the en-

tire parameter space. In addition, by building a classifier for each region of the

hardware configuration space, each classifier only needs to learn performance

counter trends relevant to its region, which reduces their complexity.

The remainder of this section provides descriptions of the steps required

to construct this model. The calculation of scaling values, which are used to

describe a kernel’s scaling behavior, is described in section 5.2.2. Section 5.2.3

describes how these are used to form sets of clusters. Finally, section 5.2.4

describes the construction of the neural network classifiers.

5.2.2 Scaling Surfaces

The first step is to convert the training kernel execution times into per-

formance scaling values, which capture how the kernels’ performance changes

as the number of CUs, engine frequency, and memory frequency are varied.

Scaling values are calculated for each training kernel and then input into the

clustering algorithm. Because the goal of the clustering algorithm is to form

groups of kernels with similar scaling behaviors, even if they have vastly differ-

ent execution times, the kernels are clustered using scaling values rather than

raw execution times.

To calculate scaling values, the training set execution times are grouped

by kernel. Then, for each training kernel, a 3D matrix of execution times is

formed. Each dimension corresponds to one of the hardware configuration

parameters. In other words, the position of each execution time in the matrix

is defined by the number of CUs, engine frequency, and memory frequency
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combination it corresponds to.

The matrix is then split into sub-matrices, each of which represents

one region of the parameter space. Splitting the matrix in this way will form

the multiple cluster sets seen in Figure 5.6. An execution time sub-matrix is

formed for each possible CU count found in the training data. For example,

if training set data has been gathered for CU counts of 8, 16, 24, and 32, four

sub-matrices will be formed per training kernel.

The process to convert an execution time sub-matrix into performance

scaling values is illustrate using the example in Figure 5.7. An execution

time sub-matrix with a fixed CU count is shown in Figure 5.7a. Since the

specific CU count does not change any of the calculations, it has not been

specified. In this example, it is assumed that the training set engine and

memory frequency both range from 400 MHz to 1000 MHz with a step size

of 200 MHz. However, the equations given apply to any range of frequency

values, and the reshaping of the example matrices to match the new range of

frequency values is straightforward.

Two types of scaling values are calculated from the execution times

shown in Figure 5.7. Memory frequency scaling values, shown in Figure 5.7b,

capture how execution times change as memory frequency increases and en-

gine frequency remains the same. Engine frequency scaling values, shown in

Figure 5.7c, capture how execution times change as engine frequency increases

and memory frequency remains the same. In the memory scaling matrix, each

entry’s column position corresponds to a change in memory frequency and its

row position corresponds to a fixed engine frequency. In the engine scaling ma-

trix, each entrys column position corresponds to a change in engine frequency

and its row position corresponds to a fixed memory frequency.
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(b) Memory frequency scaling values
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(c) Engine frequency scaling values

Figure 5.7: Calculation of frequency scaling values
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As long as the CU count of the base and target configuration remain

the same, one or more of the shown scaling values can be multiplied with a

base configuration execution time to predict a target configuration execution

time. How these scaling factors are calculated to account for variable CU

counts will be shown shortly. The example in Equation 5.1 shows how these

scaling values are applied. The base configuration has a 400 MHz engine clock

and a 400 MHz memory clock. The base execution time is t0,0. The target

execution time, t3,3, of a target configuration with a 1000 MHz engine clock

and a 1000 MHz memory clock can be predicted using Equation 5.1. Scaling

values can also be used to scale from higher frequencies to lower frequencies by

multiplying the base execution time with the reciprocals of the scaling values.

For example, since m0,0 can be used to scale from a 400 MHz to 600 MHz

memory frequency, 1
m0,0

can be used to scale from a 600 MHz to 400 MHz

memory frequency. Scaling execution times in this way may not seem useful

when only training data is considered, since the entire execution time matrix

is known. However, after the model has been constructed, the same approach

can be used to predict execution times for new kernels at configurations that

have not been run on real hardware.

t3,3 = t0,0

2∏
j=0

e0,j

2∏
i=0

mi,2 (5.1)

In addition to the engine and memory frequency scaling values, a set

of scaling values is calculated to account for varying CU count. A sub-matrix,

from which CU scaling values can be extracted, is constructed. All entries of

this new sub-matrix correspond to the base configuration engine and memory

frequency. However, each entry corresponds to one of the CU counts found

in the training data. An example execution time sub-matrix with variable
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CU count is shown in Figure 5.8a. A set of CU scaling behavior values are

calculated using the template shown in Figure 5.8b.

To predict a target configuration execution time, the CU scaling values

are always applied before applying any engine or memory frequency scaling

values. The difference between the base and target configuration CU counts

determines which, if any, CU scaling, values are multiplied with the base exe-

cution time. After applying CU scaling values to the base execution time, the

resulting scaled value is further scaled using the memory and engine frequency

sets corresponding to the target CU count. This yields a target execution time

that corresponds to the CU count, engine frequency, and memory frequency

of the target configuration.

5.2.3 Clustering

K-means clustering is used to create sets of scaling behaviors repre-

sentative of the training kernels. The training kernels are clustered multiple

times to form multiple sets of clusters. Each time, the kernels are clustered

based on a different set of the scaling values discussed in section 5.2.2. Each

set of clusters is representative of the scaling behavior of one region of the

hardware configuration parameter space. The training kernels are clustered

t3 t2 t1 t0 

32 24 16 8 

Compute Units 

(a) Execution times

𝑐𝑖 =
𝑡𝑖+1
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c2 c1 c0 
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(b) Compute unit scaling values

Figure 5.8: Calculation of CU scaling values
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once for each CU count available in the training set hardware configurations

and once based on their scaling behavior as CU count is varied. For example,

if training data is available for CU counts of 8, 16, 24, and 32, the training

kernels will be clustered 5 times and produce 5 independent cluster sets. Four

sets of clusters account for scaling behavior with varying engine & memory

frequency, and one set accounts for varying CU count.

Before each clustering attempt, a feature vector is formed for each

training kernel. When forming clusters for a specific CU count, the appropriate

engine and memory frequency scaling values (see Figure 5.7) are chosen and

concatenated together to form the feature vector. When forming the variable

CU count clusters, the training kernel CU scaling values (see Figure 5.8) are

chosen. After each training kernel has a feature vector, the training kernels are

clustered based on the values in these feature vectors using K-means clustering.

The K-means algorithm will cluster the kernels with similar scaling behaviors

together. For example, purely memory bound kernels will be clustered together

and purely compute bound kernels will be clustered together. It is possible

for some kernels to be grouped into the same cluster in one set of clusters,

but not in another set of clusters. This can happen for many reasons. For

example, kernels may scale similar with engine frequency, but differently with

CU count. Kernels scaling similarly with engine or memory frequency at low

CU counts, but differently at high CU counts can also cause this clustering

behavior. Clustering multiple times with different sets of scaling values, rather

than performing one set of clusters using all scaling values at once, allows these

kinds of scaling behaviors to be taken into account.

Each cluster’s centroid, i.e., the vector of mean scaling values calculated

from kernels belonging to the cluster, is used as its representative set of scaling
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values. Centroids take the same form as the scaling value matrices shown in

either Figure 5.7 or Figure 5.8, depending on which type of scaling values they

were formed from. When a cluster is chosen by a classifier in the final model,

its centroid scaling values are applied to scale a base configuration execution

time as described in section 5.2.2.

Number of clusters is a parameter of the K-means clustering algorithm.

Using too few clusters runs the risk of unnecessarily forcing kernels with very

different scaling behaviors into the same clustering. The resulting centroid will

not be very representative of any kernel. On the other hand, using too many

clusters runs the risk of over fitting the training set. In addition, the complexity

of the classifier increases as the number of clusters increases. Training the

classifier becomes more difficult when too many clusters are used.

5.2.4 Classifier

After forming representative clusters, the next step is to build classi-

fiers, which are implemented using neural networks, that can map kernels to

clusters using performance counter values. One neural network is built and

trained per cluster set. The features used as inputs to the neural networks

are listed in Table 5.2. AMD CodeXL was used to gather a collection of

performance counters for each kernel, and all of the features are either taken

directly from these or derived from them. Before training the neural networks,

the minimum and maximum values of each feature in Table 5.2 are extracted

from the training set. Using its corresponding minimum and maximum values,

each training set feature value is normalized to fall between 0 and 1. The nor-

malized feature values are then used to train the neural network. This avoids

the complications of training the neural network using features with vastly dif-
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ferent orders of magnitude. All training set minimum and maximum features

are stored away so that the same normalization process can be applied each

time the model is used.

The neural network topology is shown in Figure 5.9. The neural net-

work outputs one value, between 0 and 1, per cluster in its cluster set. The

cluster with the highest output value is selected as the chosen cluster for the

kernel. The neural network is constructed using three layers and is fully con-

nected. The input layer is linear and the hidden and output layers use sigmoid

functions. The topology of the network can be seen in Figure 5.9. The number

of input nodes is determined by the number of performance counters and the

number of output nodes is determined by the number of clusters. The number

of hidden layer nodes is equal to the number of output nodes.

After construction, the neural network is used to select which clusters

best describe the scaling behavior of the kernel that the user wishes to study.

The neural networks use the kernel’s normalized feature values, measured on

the base hardware configuration, to choose one cluster from each cluster set.

The centroids of the selected clusters are used as the kernel’s scaling values.

The predicted target configuration execution time is then calculated by mul-

tiplying the base hardware configuration execution time by the appropriate

scaling values, as described in section 5.2.2.

5.3 Experimental Setup

In order to validate the accuracy of the performance and power predic-

tion models, a collection of OpenCL applications is executed on a real GPU

while varying its hardware configuration. This allows us to measure the power

and performance changes between these different configurations.
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Figure 5.9: Neural network topology

An AMD Radeon HD 7970 was used as the test platform. By default,

this GPU has 32 compute units (2048 floating point units) which can run at up

to 1 GHz and 12 channels of GDDR5 memory running at 1375 MHz (yielding

264 GB/s of DRAM bandwidth). All of the experiments were performed on

a CentOS 6.5 machine running the Catalyst 14.2 beta v1.3 graphics drivers.

During the evaluation of this modeling approach , the AMD APP SDK v2.9

was used as the OpenCL implementation, and CodeXL v1.3 was used to gather

the GPU performance counters for each kernel.

As this work is about predicting performance and power at various

hardware configurations, the firmware on the measured GPU was modified to

support changes to the number of active CUs and both the core and memory

frequencies. All of the benchmarks are run at 448 different hardware configu-

rations: a range of 8 CU settings (4, 8, . . . , 32), 8 core frequencies (300, 400,

. . . , 1000 MHz), and 7 memory frequencies (475, 625, . . . , 1375 MHz). For

each kernel in every benchmark at all of these configurations, the OpenCL

kernel execution time, performance counters from CodeXL, and the average

estimated power of that kernel over its execution were gathered.
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The Radeon HD 7970 estimates the chip-wide dynamic power usage by

monitoring switching events throughout the core. It accumulates these events

and updates the power estimates every millisecond [17]. The system’s CPU is

used read these values. These dynamic power values are used as the basis for

the power model, since static power does not directly depend on the kernel’s

execution.

GPGPU benchmarks from a number of suites were run: 13 from Ro-

dinia 2.4 [8], 8 from SHOC [11], 3 from OpenDwarfs [9], 7 from Parboil [51],

4 from the Phoronix Test Suite, 8 from the AMD APP SDK, and 6 custom

applications modeled after HPC workloads. Because the power readings from

the GPU’s firmware are only updated every millisecond, only data from ker-

nels that either last longer than 1 ms or which are idempotent and can be

repeatedly run back-to-back was gathered. This yielded 108 kernels across

these 49 applications.

The data from a random 80% of the 108 kernels was used to train and

construct the ML model, while the data from the remaining 20% was used for

validation.

5.4 Experimental Results

First, the accuracy of the scalability models for performance prediction

is evaluated. Section 5.4.1 provides a detailed analysis of performance model

accuracy across different base hardware configurations. Section 5.4.2 explores

the model’s sensitivity to the number of representative clusters used. Then,

section 5.4.3 evaluates the scalability modeling approach for power consump-

tion.
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CU Count
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 Legend

475 20.4 18.2 20.5 20.7 23.5 25.9 26.5 31.6 10.0

625 20.3 15.5 14.4 13.5 16.7 21.1 20.2 21.2 15.0

775 24.7 15.6 11.9 13.1 13.3 17.0 17.3 19.4 20.0

925 14.5 13.7 11.3 13.5 14.2 12.9 13.4 17.2 25.0

1075 13.5 13.7 13.0 12.6 13.5 13.6 13.2 18.3 30.0

1225 15.8 16.3 12.2 10.6 9.0 13.5 11.8 14.2

1375 15.5 11.1 12.8 10.8 11.1 11.6 12.7 11.5M
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Figure 5.10: Validation set error heat map at 1000 MHz engine frequency

5.4.1 Performance Model Accuracy

The base hardware configuration used is a key parameter of the model

and can influence its accuracy. To study the relationship between model accu-

racy and base hardware configuration, a model was constructed for every one

of the 448 possible base hardware configurations. All models were constructed

using 12 clusters per cluster set. Each model was then used to predict the

execution time of each of the 22 validation kernels on each of the model’s 447

possible target hardware configurations; a model’s base hardware configuration

was excluded from its list of possible target hardware configurations.

A heat-map of validation set error values from 56 models is shown in

Figure 5.10. All 56 models have a base configuration engine frequency of 1000

MHz. Their base CU count and memory frequencies take on all combinations

of the eight possible CU counts (4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32) and the

seven possible memory frequencies (475, 625, 775, 925, 1075, 1225,and 1375).

Varying engine frequency was omitted here to make it easier to visualize the

data and gain insights into how base configuration impacts model accuracy.
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Each entry in Figure 5.10 is the average error of one model across all val-

idation kernel and target configuration combinations. High error values show

up in the lowest memory frequency base configurations (i.e., configurations

with little available memory bandwidth), getting worse at high CU counts

(i.e., high compute capabilities). At these extremely low memory bandwidth

configurations, the number of kernels that become memory bottle-necked in-

crease. As the percentage of memory bottle-necked kernels becomes greater,

the performance counters values, which are gathered on the base hardware

configuration, become less diverse between kernels making it difficult for the

classifier to assign kernels to different cluster scaling behaviors. This is par-

ticularly true for the 32 CU count, 1000 MHz engine frequency, and 475 MHz

memory frequency base configuration case where the relatively low memory

bandwidth is an extreme mismatch for large number of CUs, which can each

generate separate memory requests in parallel. As the compute to memory

bandwidth resources in the base hardware configuration becomes more bal-

anced, the diversity among the kernel performance counter values increases.

As a result, the neural network classifier can more easily distinguish between

kernel scaling behaviors and the overall accuracy improves.

The heat-map shown in Figure 5.11 shows the average error of the 56

models with base engine frequency of 300 MHz. Due to the reduced engine

frequency, the rate of memory requests is much lower than the 1000 MHz

base engine frequency configurations. As a result, the models at the top right

corner are less imbalanced, causing their errors to be lower than they were in

Figure 5.10. However, the entry in the bottom left corner of Figure 5.11 is

higher. This entry represents a model built with a base configuration of 4 CUs,

a 300 MHz engine frequency, and a 1375 MHz memory frequency, the highest
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memory bandwidth to compute power configuration. In this base hardware

configuration, only the most memory bound kernels will stress the memory

system. This again results in less diversity in performance counter signatures

similarly to the previously discussed high error base configuration, but with a

large fraction of kernels limited entirely by compute throughput. This again

means that the classifier will have a harder time distinguishing between kernel

scaling behaviors using the base configuration’s performance counter values.

Heat-maps similar to Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 were generated using

each of the remaining possible base hardware configuration engine frequen-

cies. The results of these heat-maps are summarized in Figure 5.12. Each box

and whisker set shows the distribution of the average error of models with a

common base engine frequency. The lines through the middle of the boxes

represent the distribution averages. The ends of the boxes represent the stan-

dard deviation of the distributions and the ends of the whiskers represent the

maximum and minimum of the errors. The best distribution is seen with a

500 MHz base engine frequency, which supports the idea that configurations

in the middle of the design space make better base hardware configurations.

CU Count
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 Legend

475 21.7 16.3 10.6 11.4 12.1 11.4 13.7 15.1 10.0

625 22.3 22.7 12.0 10.7 14.5 10.2 13.4 15.1 15.0

775 15.9 20.9 15.8 13.5 12.0 15.8 16.7 14.3 20.0

925 18.2 13.5 14.7 12.7 13.0 14.7 16.8 18.6 25.0

1075 17.9 16.4 12.7 11.8 13.9 15.8 17.2 13.7 30.0

1225 15.8 20.1 14.5 11.7 13.7 16.9 17.6 19.4

1375 26.9 12.3 14.8 12.1 12.0 14.9 16.7 18.3M
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Figure 5.11: Validation set error heat map at 300 MHz engine frequency
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Figure 5.12: Error vs. base hardware configuration

However, the distributions also show that even for more extreme base engine

frequencies, it is still possible to find a good base hardware configuration by

choosing the appropriate base CU count and memory frequency to balance out

the configuration.

5.4.2 Sensitivity to Number of Clusters

This section describes the model accuracy as the number of clusters

per set is varied. Models were built using 2, 4, . . . , 18, and 20 clusters per

set and five different base hardware configurations for a total of 50 models.

Each model’s error for the 447 possible target hardware configurations (the

base configuration is excluded from the targets) is analyzed. Section 5.4.2.1

discusses model accuracy as cluster count is varied and section 5.4.2.2 discusses

how the major sources of modeling errors shift with cluster count.
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Figure 5.13: Validation set error variation across cluster count

5.4.2.1 Overall Error

Figure 5.13 shows the average error across the validation kernel set as

the number of clusters per cluster set varies for five base hardware configu-

rations. The x-axis is labeled with the model base hardware configuration.

The labels list the base CU count first, engine frequency second and memory

frequency third. Average error across the five base configurations is shown on

the far right. Because the cluster centroids and neural network weights are

randomly initialized, the error values include some random variance. As shown

earlier, the error is higher for models generated from base hardware configu-

rations with imbalanced compute to memory bandwidth ratios. In particular,

using a 32 CU, 1000 MHz engine frequency and 475 MHz memory frequency

configuration yields error values consistently higher across all cluster settings

explored. However, the overall error trend across the sampled base hardware

configurations is similar. Model error trends downward until around 12 clus-

ters. For cluster counts greater than 12, error remains relatively constant.

Figure 5.14 provides a more detailed breakdown of validation set error
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distribution as the number of clusters is varied. The distributions of two, six,

and twelve cluster count models are shown as histograms. For each cluster

count, the error values across the five base configurations shown in Figure 5.13

was aggregated. Since these models were evaluated using 22 validation kernels

and 447 target configurations, a total of 49,170 (5×22×447) error values are

represented for each of the three cluster counts. The first 10 bins of the

histogram represent ten percent error ranges. E.g., the first bin contains all

data points with less than 10 percent error, the second bin contains all data

points with greater than or equal to 10 percent error and less than 20 percent

error, etc. The final bin contains all data points with greater than or equal

to 100 percent error. Going from low to high error bins, the number of model

predictions falling in each bin exhibits exponential decay (until the last bin,

which corresponds to a greater range of values than the other bins). The

number of data points in low error bins is higher and the rate of decay is

faster for models with more clusters.
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Figure 5.14: Validation set error distribution
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5.4.2.2 Sources of Errors

There are two major sources of error in the model. The first is poorly

formed clusters. This can be caused by a poor training set, a typical concern

encountered when applying machine learning techniques that require a training

set. The number of clusters created by the clustering algorithm will also have

a large impact on model accuracy. Using too few clusters will fail to capture

the diverse range of scaling behaviors. Using too many clusters introduces the

possibility of over-fitting the model to the training set. The second source

of modeling error comes from the classification step. Even with a set of well

formed clusters, there will be times the neural network classifier has difficulty

classifying a kernel to its appropriate cluster. Misclassifying a kernel will often

result in large performance prediction error.

To gain insight into how these two sources of error behave, some models

with an oracle classifier in place of the neural network were constructed and

compared to the original models described in section 5.2. The oracle models

can only be applied to the training data set it was constructed with. For any

kernel in the training data set, an oracle classifier chooses the exact cluster that

the k-means cluster algorithm assigned it to, while the original, unmodified

model uses the neural network classifier to pick an appropriate cluster based off

performance counter values. When applying a model with an oracle classifier

to its own training set, all error can be attributed to clustering. Comparing

the oracle and unmodified models allows us to gain insight into the interaction

between the clustering and classification errors. Because the models are only

being applied to the training data set in this test, the possibilities of a non-

representative training set and of over-fitting can be ignored.

Both types are constructed using 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20
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clusters for the five base hardware configurations shown in Figure 5.13. The

models were used to predict the execution times of each kernel in the training

data set for 447 different target hardware configurations and compare the ora-

cle and unmodified model errors. The results are shown Figure 5.15. The error

across base configurations, kernels, and target hardware configurations was av-

eraged to more clearly display accuracy vs. number of clusters for unmodified,

neural network models and oracle models. The oracle model error monoton-

ically decreases as the number of clusters increases and will decrease to zero

as the number of clusters approaches the number of training kernels. If each

kernel has its own cluster, there will be no averaging of scaling surfaces within

the clusters. This means that any kernels scaling behavior in the training set

can be perfectly reproduced. The oracle classifier will never misclassify. How-

ever, the neural network classifier’s task becomes more difficult as the number

of clusters grows. This is demonstrated empirically in Figure 5.15. Notice

that the neural network classifier model error remains relatively unchanged at

eight or more clusters despite the fact that the oracle model error continues to

decrease. These results demonstrate that while a greater number of clusters

leads to more precise clusters, it also complicates kernel classification. Even-

tually the potential accuracy gains offered by additional clusters is offset by

increased classification errors.

5.4.3 Power Model

In addition to performance modeling, the scalability modeling method-

ology was used to create power models. Power model accuracy vs. number of

clusters was studied using the same experimental set up used for the perfor-

mance modeling experiments. The power values from hardware power moni-
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Figure 5.15: Training set error variation with number of clusters

tors in real GPU hardware was gathered, which are deterministic estimates of

dynamic power based on switching activity in the cores. As such, the scalabil-

ity models were trained on and validated against a digital model, rather than

analog measurements. This may make it easier to predict, as the values used

will be less noisy than runtime measurements.

Just like with the performance models, power models were constructed

using 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 clusters for five base hardware

configurations. The power models’ error on the validation set is presented in

Figure 5.16. As before, there is some randomness in the results due to the

randomized initial values of the cluster centroids and neural network weights.

The errors of the models are fairly similar when more than two clusters are

used. This suggests that the power behaviors are less diverse than the perfor-

mance behaviors. The power model validation set errors, which are under 10

percent for most cluster configurations, are also lower than the performance
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Figure 5.16: Power model validation set error

model validation errors. In addition, the variability of the error across base

hardware configurations is much smaller for power than it was for performance

modeling.

The power model validation error distribution is shown as a histogram

in Figure 5.17. Compared to the distribution of errors in the performance

model, the number of tests in the low error bins is much higher. There is a

large improvement from 2 to 6 clusters and very little change from 6 to 12

clusters, which suggests that relatively few clusters are need to capture the

power scaling behaviors.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, a high-level GPGPU performance and power scalabil-

ity model was presented. This model uses performance counter values gath-

ered on a single hardware configuration to predict a kernel’s scaling behavior.

The model is capable of scaling to many unmeasured hardware configurations.
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Figure 5.17: Power model error distribution

Model construction consist of two phases. In the first phase, K-means cluster-

ing is used to cluster a set of training kernels into classes of commonly seen

scaling behaviors. In the second phase a classier is constructed to automati-

cally select which cluster best represents a new kernel’s scaling behavior using

performance counter data. The classifier is implemented using a three layer,

fully connected neural network.

The accuracy of this model was demonstrated using real GPU hard-

ware. The technique was able to estimate GPU performance with an average

error of 15% and power with an average error of 10%. Accuracy numbers were

gathered across a wide range of frequency, bandwidth, and CU count settings.
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Table 5.2: Classifier feature list

VALUInsts % instructions that are vector ALU instructions
SALUInsts % instructions that are scalar ALU instructions
VFetchInsts % instructions that are vector fetch instructions
SFetchInsts % instructions that are scalar fetch instructions
VWriteInsts % instructions that are vector write instructions
LDSInsts % instructions that are local data store insts.
VALUUtilization % active vector ALU threads in the average wave
VALUBusy % of time vector instructions are being processed
SALUBusy % of time scalar instructions are being processed
CacheHit % L2 cache access that hit
MemUnitBusy % time the average CU’s memory unit is active
MemUnitStalled % time the memory unit is waiting for data
WriteUnitStalled % time the average write unit is stalled
LDSBankConflict % time stalled on LDS bank conflicts
Occupancy % of maximum number of wavefronts that

can be scheduled in any CU. Static per kernel.
V IPC Vector instruction throughput
MemTime Ratio of estimated time processing memory

requests to total time
FetchPerLoadByte Average number of load instructions per

byte loaded from memory
WritePerStoreByte Average number of store instructions per

byte stored from memory
NumWorkGroups Number of work groups. Saturates at 320
ReadBandwidth Average read bandwidth used
WriteBandwidth Average write bandwidth used
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Chapter 6

Future Work and Conclusions

This chapter first describes future directions for the work presented in

this dissertation in Section 6.1. Then Section 6.2 summarizes and concludes

this dissertation.

6.1 Future Work

This section discuss future directions for both the RTL-level modeling

and GPGPU scalability models. For the RTL-level models, future work should

focus on how to make integration of the models into existing simulation envi-

ronments easier. For the GPGPU scalability models, future work should focus

on how to expand the range of configurations that the model can accurately

predict.

6.1.1 RTL-Level Power Modeling

Further work should be done to integrate the power models with exist-

ing simulator infrastructures. One key challenge is ensuring that the signals

chosen by the folding approach can be easily mapped to signals or variables

that exist inside the simulation environment. Currently, the folding approach

chooses from signals extracted from a gate-level netlist. Many of the poten-

tial signals may not exist in a higher-level simulation environment, e.g. a
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micro-architectural simulator.

Further work could be done to examine what signals are available in

a high-level simulator and create a more restricted list of signals from that

information. By restricting the list of potential signals given to the folding

approach, only signals that can be tapped in the simulator that the models

are going to be integrated into can be chosen. However, automating this task

is difficult. Though, many signals from the gate-level netlist may be equivalent

to variables in a high-level micro-architectural simulator, determining which

signal and variables are equivalent requires a deep understanding of the sim-

ulator and the gate-level netlist. Simply examining signal and variable names

may not be sufficient.

6.1.2 GPGPU Power and Performance Scalability Modeling

One major limitation with the current GPGPU scalability models is

their inability to predict power or performance for configuration outside the

range of parameter values seen during training. Future work could address

this short coming.

By examining the predictions inside the range of hardware configura-

tion parameter values seen during training, it may be possible to extrapolate

power or performance to configuration parameter values not seen during train-

ing. For example, the predictions inside the trained range may scale linearly

at low compute unit counts and then plateau at high compute unit counts.

The plateau should be used to continue to extrapolate to higher compute unit

counts outside the range of training configurations. Further machine learning

techniques could be used to try to find functions that fit a kernel’s behavior for

the trained parameter values. The functions could then be used to extrapo-
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late to next-generation hardware configurations outside the trained parameter

region.

6.2 Conclusions

This dissertation presented and evaluated three new modeling tech-

niques. The first technique created SoC power models. The second technique

created SoC confidence models. The last technique created GPGPU perfor-

mance and power scalability models.

6.2.1 SoC Power and Confidence Modeling

The SoC power and confidence modeling techniques were created to

work together to provide power predictions and feedback about the reliability

of those predictions to the model user. The power model uses the cycle-by-cycle

values of a handful of nets in a design to predict that design’s cycle-by-cycle

power consumption. The model’s input parameters, or nets, are chosen from

among the huge number of nets in a design using a new approach. To test how

well various combinations of nets explain the variability in power consumption,

many experimental tables are construct using training data. The cycle-by-

cycle power values of each net are placed into the experimental tables using

their corresponding cycle-by-cycle net values. The similarity of power values

that correspond to the same combinations of net values are then analyzed. The

lower the variance between power values produced by the same combination

of net values, the better the combination of nets is at explaining the design’s

power consumption.

Once a suitable combination of nets has been found. A final power

model is construct by building a look-up-table using the chosen nets and plac-
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ing the training data power values into the table accordingly. When possible,

the power values in an entry are averaged to produce a power prediction for

that entries particular combination of net values. However, some entries may

not contain any power training data. This is caused by lack of information

in the training data. To fill in power predictions for these missing entries, a

secondary model is constructed using linear regression. The missing combina-

tions of net values are plugged into the linear model and the resulting power

predictions are used to populate the missing entries of the power model.

For each power model, a corresponding confidence model is constructed.

The confidence model mirrors the structure of its corresponding power model.

The confidence model entries are also indexed using the values of the chosen

nets. However, rather than containing power values, the entries contain confi-

dence values. Each confidence value is calculated from the standard deviation

and confidence interval of the training power values that was used to produce

its corresponding power prediction. At run-time the power and confidence

models are evaluated side-by-side. Each power model prediction is tagged

with its corresponding confidence value. This provides the user with power

predictions and feedback about the expected error of the prediction.

The power and confidence modeling approaches were evaluated using

modules from the Rocket Core, a pipe-lined implementation of the RISC-V

ISA, and benchmarks from the MiBench suite, a embedded benchmark suite.

Across all modules and benchmarks, the power models achieved an average

cycle-by-cycle prediction error of 5.8%. The confidence model was able to

produce confidence model values with a 0.77 correlation with power prediction

percent error when averaging results per benchmark.
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6.2.2 GPGPU Performance and Power Scalability Modeling

The GPGPU performance and power scalability models allow users

to estimate either the performance or power consumption of a kernel across a

wide range of GPU hardware configurations. The models estimated scalability

across three parameters: frequency, bandwidth, and CU count. Model users

are able to quickly explore performance or power across a large design space

without the need for a huge number of individual measurements from real

hardware or time intensive simulations.

The models were constructed using a combination of K-means cluster-

ing and neural networks. Model construction began with a set of training

kernels. The training kernels were then clustered to create classes of ker-

nel scaling behaviors.Kernels that are clustered by the K-means algorithm

together showed similar scaling behaviors. A neural network was then cre-

ated from the training data to classify kernels. This neural network selected

which cluster best represented the scaling behavior of a kernel based on its

performance counter values. After model construction, the clusters and neural

networks were used together to predict scaling behaviors of previously unseen

kernels, i.e. kernels not found in the training set.

The GPGPU scalability modeling approach was evaluated using real

GPU hardware. Scalability models were built and tested across a wide range

of frequency, bandwidth, and CU count settings. The modeling technique was

able to estimate GPU performance with an average error of 15% and power

with an average error of 10%.
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